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2The South Asia Institute is a leading international centre for research and 
teaching in all aspects of contemporary 
and classical South Asia. During the four 
eventful decades since its inception, the 
Institute has gone a long way to fulfilling 
its original mandate of becoming a meet-
ing point for scholars from South Asia 
and Germany. However, the countries of 
the region have themselves undergone 
significant changes during this period 
too, creating new challenges and oppor-
tunities for research and networking. The 
strategic decisions taken now will be 
of crucial importance over the next five 
years, both for retaining the reputation 
of the SAI as a Centre of Excellence in 
areas where the members of the Institute 
are already engaged, as well as gaining 
entry to new and challenging facets of 
South Asian life. 
The eight departments of Anthropo-
logy, Classical Indology, Development 
Economics, Geography, History, Interna-
tional Economics,  Modern Indology and 
Political Science, are all fully staffed and 
equipped to undertake teaching, research, 
supervision up to the doctoral level 
and beyond to habilitation and effective 
engagement with the international schol-
arly community. Drawing on the com-
bined strength of these departments and 
its library with over 240,000 volumes 
and all modern facilities, the South Asia 
Institute is fully engaged with the stim-
ulating and dynamic South Asian envi-
ronment through major new initiatives 
in environment, health, ritual, and a net-
work of communication between Europe 
and South Asia, using Heidelberg as a 
hub. Whilst emphasising the indigenous 
strengths of the Asian subcontinent, the 
academic community of the South Asia 
Institute is engaged in giving concrete 
shape to this shared vision through teach-
ing geared to the acquisition of trans-
ferable skills, excellence in research and 
publication, and international exchange 
and conferences in an interdisciplinary 
environment. 
This issue of the Report carries the 
flavour of everyday life in the Institute 
which revolves around major new ini-
tiatives like the inter-disciplinary project 
on Dynamics of Ritual and the founding 
of an Indian Ocean Center; the normal 
scholarly pursuits in terms of teaching, 
research, conferences, publications and 
academic exchanges and our engagement 
with contemporary issues of great con-
cern to South Asia. Short reports from our 
branch offices in Kathmandu, Delhi and 
Colombo reflect our resolve to engage in 
a two way interaction with the dynamic 
world of South Asia. Intent on retaining 
its status as a Centre of Excellence, the 
South Asia Institute emphasises more 
than ever before the need for interdiscipli-
narity, networking and internationalisa-
tion, and specifies the material resources 
required to sustain the pace of develop-
ment, consolidate the gains made, and to 
engage with the future growth of a plu-
rality of cultures in a globalised world.
Subrata K. Mitra
js3@ix.urz.uni-heidelberg.de
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3Dr. Ambedkar-Studies at Heidelberg
In recent years, Dr. Ambedkar (1891- 
1956), IndiaÙs great Dalit leader, social 
reformer and first law minister after inde-
pendence has gained increasing recogni-
tion in academic and political circles in 
Germany. Within the realm of scholar-
ship at the South Asia Institute, 
his mediating role in the fram-
ing of the Indian Constitution 
has been adequately recognized 
(Kulke, Rothermund 1998: 394) 
as well as the implementation of 
constitutional safeguards for the 
Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes (Conrad 1995: 419) 
through so-called reservation of 
seats in politics, education and 
administration. His political role, 
especially the social movement 
initiated by him, has been sub-
ject to a dissertation in political 
sciences (Hurst 2000) as well 
as part of a more elaborate dis-
course on the part of Dalits 
in social movements in India 
(Fuchs 1999; 2003). 
In the fields of German Indo-
logy and history of religion, Dr. 
AmbedkarÙs conversion to Bud-
dhism at the end of his life 
caught considerable academic 
attention. He viewed Buddhism 
as  theology of liberation (Gen-
sichen 1995: 197) as well as an 
original development under the 
heading of civil religion (Fuchs 
2001: 205). In addition, field-
work among Mahars in Maha-
rashtra focused on the social rel-
evance of Dr. AmbedkarÙs Nava-
yana Buddhism (Beltz 2001). 
Textual studies focused on a 
comparison of Buddhist sources 
with Dr. AmbedkarÙs ÛThe 
Buddha and His DhammaÚ (Buss 
1998; Fiske/Emmrich forthcoming), pro-
jecting Dr. AmbedkarÙs view of Bud-
dhism  as an effort to reconstruct the 
world  (Beltz/Jondhale forthcoming). 
Ambedkar studies apart, the concern 
with dalits has been the focus of a 
number of studies in social anthroplogy 
in the urban (Bellwinkel 1980) and the 
rural setting (Randeria 1993). The most 
comprehensive project in this respect 
was an interdisciplinary research pro-
ject, financed by the Volkswagen Foun-
dation and linked with the Department 
of Modern Indology, South Asia Insti-
tute and the Department of Sociology, 
Delhi University. Under the heading of 
ÛMemory, Violence and the AgencyÚ, 
the topic was the role of dalits as victims 
and perpetrators in Bombay and Kanpur 
(Fuchs forthcoming). This project set an 
example for the Memorandum of Under-
standing between Heidelberg University 
and Delhi University in common field-
work for the  exchange of scholars and 
students. 
During my fieldwork among dalits in 
Kanpur in 1998, I was often asked to 
give a speech, which I used to do with 
the introductory words that I was born at 
Bonn in Germany, the town where Dr. 
Ambedkar studied Sanskrit. I had found 
the reference of a short, three monthsÙ 
stay in 1923 in Dhananjay KeerÙs biogra-
phy of Dr. Ambedkar  (Keer 1995: 49). 
My projection of benevolent German 
Indology, transgressing the Hindu norms 
of reserving Sanskritic knowl-
edge to the upper castes and 
caring for the dalits, was highly 
appreciated by my dalit audi-
ence. It made me even think of 
a Dr. Ambedkar Jayanti in 2003 
in Bonn, why not, perhaps with 
the German ÛDalit PlattformÚ 
and concerned scholars and dalit 
activists.
This idea made me visit the 
University Archives at Bonn on 
14 January 2003 to find out more 
about Dr. AmbedkarÙs studies at 
Bonn university. Within no time 
I found (¨ *) his application 
for registration with the Prussian 
Ministry of Science, Fine Arts 
and Public Education, a  CV in 
German (!) and his  registration 
into the university ledger on 29 
April 1921, which reads as fol-
lows:
FatherÙs profession: general; 
religion: Hindu; previous uni-
versities: Bombay, Columbia, 
London; number of semesters: 
18; school leaving certificate: 
yes; subject: economics; date of 
birth: 14.4.1891; place of birth: 
Mhow; home town: Bombay; 
district: Bombay. 
So he delightfully upgraded 
his fatherÙs military rank. Note-
worthy is also his religious affil-
iation - at the early stage of his 
life - certainly before he was 
contemplating on the question 
of conversion, he wrote Hindu 
under the heading of religion. Amaz-
ingly, Dr. Ambedkar registered for eco-
nomics and not for indology. 
In his handwritten CV he stated that he 
knew German well, because he had taken 
it as a minor at Columbia University. He 
continued: ÛI would like to mention that 
the University of Bonn through the kind 
help of Prof. Dr. H. Jacobi granted me 
to submit a PhD thesis in case I show 
adequate performance and I am enrolled 
for three semesters there.Ú It is not clear 
Handwritten curriculum vitae of Dr. Ambedkar
4in which subject he intended to 
submit his dissertation, or how 
he got in touch with Professor 
Hermann Jacobi (1850-1937), 
who was the leading German 
Indologist of his times. 
The chair for Indology and 
Comparative Linguistics at 
Bonn University was very dis-
tinguished. Founded by  August 
Wilhelm von Schlegel in 1807, 
Hermann Jacobi was the chair 
holder from 1889 to 1922. He 
had a great number of famous 
disciples, amongst them Helmut 
von Glasenapp, August Winter 
and Vasudeva Gokhale. The 
Russian scholar Cherbatskole, 
the Italians Ambrosio Balini, 
Luigi Salvi and George Herbert 
Grierson were regularly corre-
sponding with him. It was said 
that all Indian scholars visiting 
Europe during the 1920s and 
1930s, would pay their respect 
to Professor Jacobi. 
But how did Dr. Ambedkar get 
in touch with Hermann Jacobi? 
In 1913/1914 when Hermann 
Jabobi was visiting professor at 
Calcutta University, Dr. Ambed-
kar had just left for the US to 
take up his studies at Columbia Uni-
versity. The contact must have been 
established through letters and corre-
spondence, while Dr. Ambedkar was in 
London, working on his thesis at the 
London School of Economics. Well, 
they might have met personally during 
Dr. AmbedkarÙs brief visit to Bonn on 
the occasion of his registration at Bonn 
University. But that is speculation. Dr. 
Ambedkar never took up his studies in 
Bonn. As he did not sign any lectures or 
attend any classes, he was taken off the 
university register on 12.1.1922. 
Intentions and plans apart, 
Dr. AmbedkarÙs project of 
Sanskrit studies at Bonn Uni-
versity remained unfulfilled. 
German Indology, represented 
through Hermann Jacobi, cer-
tainly played a supportive role 
in Dr. AmbedkarÙs endeavor to 
study in Germany. But for his 
scathing attack on Hinduism as 
well as his most creative view 
of Buddhism he had to rely 
on translations and secondary 
sources. But his hunger for learn-
ing never subsided. He took up 
Pali studies in the 1940s (Bell-
winkel-Schempp forthcoming). 
Finally, his conversion to Bud-
dhism as an universalistic and 
egalitarian religion was for him 
a liberating act as for many dalits 
nowadays. IsnÙt his conversion 
to Buddhism the greater event 
to be commemorated by German 
Indology and Sanskrit studies?
The full text, including the bib-
liography, is available on the 
website of the SAI  (¨ ).
* I am grateful to Dr. Thomas 
Becker and Herrn Johannes 
Arens for their kind help.
Maren Bellwinkel-Schempp
maren.bellwinkel@schempp.info
 http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/saireport/
2003/ambedkar.pdf
ÙScreening IndiaØ - Movies from India at the SAI
In April 2002, the Department of 
Anthropology began screening Hindi 
films on a fortnightly basis during 
the semester. Summer semester 2003 
marks the third round of this program, 
which has proven to be a great suc-
cess among staff and students from dif-
ferent departments at the South Asia 
Institute, as well as afficionados of 
Hindi films from other institutes of 
Heidelberg University. 
Our goal is to expose people to the diver-
sity of visual and narrative practices in 
India by presenting them with a selection 
of mainstream Hindi films both old and 
new, as well as films from the Ûparallel 
cinemaÚ. Likewise, every other fortnight 
Thomas Lehmann from the Department 
of Modern Indology screens Tamil films. 
The screenings have been particularly 
appreciated by students taking Hindi and 
Tamil language classes, as well as stu-
dents enrolled in classes on popular cul-
ture and media anthropology.
Even though the films can certainly 
also be enjoyed as a leisure activity, our 
intention is to use them more directly 
for educational purposes. One key focus 
of the film screenings and discussions 
around them are related to gender issues, 
nationalism and social change. For exam-
ple, the film series in the winter semester 
of 2003/2004 will be thematically organ-
ised around the concept of the ÛMega-
CitiesÚ, which will connect it to two mod-
ules taught on this topic during the semes-
ter in the Departments of Anthropology 
and History of South Asia. Other kinds 
of research and educational involvement 
with Indian cinemas include a workshop 
with ethnographic filmmakers Judith and 
David MacDougall, well-known for their 
films Photowallahs (1991) and The Doon 
School Project (2001-2003), which the 
Department of Anthropology organized 
in June 2002 in cooperation with the 
Institute of Anthropology at Heidelberg 
5After almost five years of drought, 
remedies to cure the subcontinentÙs 
manifold water ills abound. There-
fore, experts representing the compet-
ing schools of water management have 
gathered at the Second South Asia 
Water Forum to present their views of 
a healthy future for the regionÙs water 
resources. 
For the second time in less than a year, the 
UN-sponsored South Asia Water Forum 
(SAWAF) brought together water experts 
from academia, politics and NGOs from 
40 countries, and most prominently from 
the subcontinent. The three-day con-
ference held in Islamabad from 14 to 
16 December, 2002 added the issues 
of groundwater, dams and development, 
governance, demand and supply, par-
ticipation of women, and education to 
the topics already addressed at the First 
South Asia Water Forum held in Kath-
mandu in February 2002. 
The ForumÙs founder, the Global Water 
Partnership (GWP), a United Nations 
Development Program initiative with sup-
port from the World Bank, several Euro-
Conference Report: Water Visions for South Asia
University. In January 2003, filmmaker 
Dorothee Wenner (Berlin) presented a 
talk on the actress ÛFearless NadiaÚ at 
a local cinema hall, followed by the 
screening of the film Miss Frontier Mail 
(1936), and in February 2003, the Depart-
ments of Anthropology and History at 
the South Asia Institute invited the film-
pean governments and Canada, wants to 
encourage Ûsound water re-sources man-
agement in an integrated and participa-
tory mannerÚ. South Asia is seen as a 
key region where failure and success in 
meeting the many water challenges are 
likewise expected to carry dramatic con-
sequence. Thus, the major countries  - 
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan - each have 
established GWP branches of their own.
This SAWAF conference was hosted 
by the Pakistan Water Partnership (PWP) 
and was intended as a prelude to the 
Third World Water Forum, to be held 
in Kyoto, Japan, in March 2003. The 
SAWAF initiative is an important step 
towards a coordinated regional effort to 
improve the subcontinentÙs water situa-
tion by raising financial assistance from 
international donors. 
Consequently, at the SAWAF confer-
ence large projects with an alleged poten-
tial of improving the countriesÙ overall 
economic conditions, like dams and res-
ervoirs, were given priority both in talks 
and in addresses. President Musharraf, 
who inaugurated the conference, referred 
to PakistanØs need to enhance reservoir 
capacity - either by building the much 
disputed Kalabagh dam or by raising 
Mangla damÙs height as well as by a 
series of smaller dams across the coun-
try. Emphasizing the scale of the water 
challenge, he defined water management 
as a long-term commitment and a top 
government priority. Adding to what the 
President had termed his Ûobsession with 
water reservoirsÚ, newly appointed Min-
ister of Water and Power Ahmed Khan 
Sherpao, in fact the successor of Mush-
arraf in this position, expressed confi-
dence that a consensus among the prov-
inces will be reached. Judging from the 
heated controversy going on over Kala-
bagh, this plan promises to be an uphill 
battle, even if most Pakistani experts sup-
ported this attitude, maybe in part at least 
due to their professional background as 
government associated researchers. 
Dams in fact have acquired a bad re-
putation in many parts of Asia and some 
presentations at this conference mirrored 
the emotionally charged climate of the 
ongoing public debate. One major stum-
bling block of many projects is the lack 
of adequate compensation of displaced 
maker, writer and activist Suma Josson 
(Mumbai) to screen her latest documen-
tary film on the Gujarat violence of 2002. 
In summer semester 2003, Nicole Wolf 
from Frankfurt/Oder held a seminar on 
gender and documentary filmmaking in 
India, as part of a series of seminars that 
will be conducted in the coming years. 
A course on theatre and film in India 
will be offered to advanced students in 
the winter semester of 2003/04 by Chris-
tiane Brosius and Martin Kunz from the 
Department of Anthropology.
Christiane Brosius
brosius@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
Film Hoardings in Delhi - Photo: Christiane Brosius
6communities, i.e. lands and money - 
a fact which many onetime supporters 
of large designs, like the World Bank, 
realize. Representing a more progressive 
movement in this sense, Indian engineer 
E.R. Suresh Shirke stressed the site-spe-
cific conditions that 
have to be consid-
ered before plan-
ning reservoirs. 
There can be no 
general solution to 
the problem of 
sharply varying 
monsoonal rainfall, 
but the need to 
increase storage 
capacities was 
agreed upon by 
most speakers. The 
oft-cited 2000 
report by the World 
Commission on 
Dams (WCD) 
which has led many 
to believe large 
dams were no 
longer justifiable at 
all, was critically 
reviewed. Attend-
ing WCD co- 
authors stated the 
report was not a 
blueprint for governments but rather 
intended to provide a basis of reference. 
The risk of negative fall-out remains, 
as Jeremy Bird from the UN Environ-
ment Program ÛDams and DevelopmentÚ 
warned, calling for more comprehensive 
studies before planning dams as well as a 
dialogue with all stakeholders. 
Given the political geography of river 
basins in the region and the wider objec-
tive of the conference, it was surprising 
that the regional dimension of water 
management appeared to have become a 
victim of political circumstances. While 
Sherpao stressed his governmentÙs readi-
ness Ûto work in partnership with other 
regional nations to promote integrated 
water resource managementÚ, by shar-
ing hydrological data, among else, the 
ground reality conveys a rather disap-
pointing picture. India-Pakistan meetings 
of the Indus Commission have continu-
ously failed to settle disputes over Indian 
upstream barrage schemes, and India-
Bangladesh efforts to save the Sundarban 
mangroves have seen slow progress. The 
interconnectedness of river systems and 
hydrology in the subcontinent remains a 
fact that South Asia has yet to address, 
both scientifically and politically.
In the case of groundwater, however, 
the most striking obstacle to regional 
cooperation is the lack of reliable data 
on the quality as well as the availability 
of this resource. Already many farming 
communities and cities have turned to 
tapping groundwater, and the prospect of 
an ongoing drought will most likely lead 
to an ever greater dependence on aqui-
fers which are often utilized for illegal 
private wells. The importance of legal 
and administrative provisions to stem 
the uncontrolled trend of ground water 
drilling throughout the subcontinent was 
pointed out by several participants, both 
in the conferenceÙs groundwater and gov-
ernance sessions. So far official ground-
water plans that could provide for the 
sustainable use of this slowly replen-
ishing resource are a rare phenomenon. 
Similarly, as many speakers have pointed 
out, the rising contamination of ground 
water requires swift and sudden govern-
ment action. The consequences of neglect 
might be devastating: Several talks high-
lighted the growing arsenic pollution 
and the resulting public health challenge 
which already threatens to defeat the 
existing medical system allover the sub-
continent.
TomorrowÙs water problems will only 
be solved if the people affected are aware 
of the critical stage this essential resource 
is in and if they know how to use it in a 
sustainable way. Therefore getting young 
people involved was another main goal of 
the Forum. Schools 
were invited to take 
part in an art and 
poetry contest as 
a means to create 
awareness of the 
issue. Similarly, the 
role of women in 
water utilization 
was also focused 
on, though only on 
a marginal level. 
The concrete real-
ization of enhanced 
participation in 
each country would 
have deserved more 
attention. The same 
applies to environ-
mental awareness 
and education.
In sum, the gov-
ernment represen-
tatives were the 
most prominent 
participants, leav-
ing NGOs only a 
minor role. Given the ForumÙs explicit 
aim, the lack of grassroots representation 
is deplorable - especially since countries 
like Pakistan officially promote decen-
tralization and community participation. 
With a tight schedule, the conference left 
too little room for discussion and the 
working groups were clearly given a low 
priority. This again rendered the impres-
sion of a political rather than issue-ori-
ented gathering. 
The Forum will be established as a 
yearly conference and as a platform to 
discuss the regionÙs specific water prob-
lems. South Asian water managers are 
thus able to cross the borders of political 
tensions. In that respect, this forum, with 
its prominent backing, can prepare the 
ground for successful water management 
in the future and the spread of expertise 
beyond the subcontinent.
Jürgen Clemens
jclemens@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
Matthias Paukert
mpaukert@ix.urz.uni-heidelberg.de
ÛWater for Future DevelopmentÚ: The youthÙs perspective. - Photo: Jürgen Clemens
7Review: 17th European Conference on Modern South Asian Studies
At the end of this summer the South 
Asia Institute of the Ruprecht-Karls-
Universität Heidelberg, Germany, 
hosted the European Conference on 
Modern South Asian Studies, the sev-
enteenth in a series of biennial con-
ferences. Through the years this con-
ference has become an important plat-
form in Europe for the exchange of 
results of research on modern South 
Asia.
In the building of the Neue Universität, 
situated in the heart of the beautiful old 
town of Heidelberg, more than 300 par-
ticipants from Europe, the United States, 
Australia, Japan, and South Asian coun-
tries assembled to attend this extremely 
well-organized conference. The panel 
sessions, spread over four days, offered 
a wide coverage of research on modern 
South Asia, while a number of recent 
documentaries on South Asian topics 
were also featured.
As the number of panels has increased 
considerably over the last decade - from 
nineteen at the twelfth conference in Tou-
Netty Bonouvrié is affiliated to the Documentation Centre for South Asia of the Kern Institute, Leiden University and is the regional 
editor for South Asia for the International Institute for Asian StudiesÙ Newsletter. This text was previously published in the IAAS 
Newsletter of 29 November 2002, and is available on the IAAS website (¨ ) .
louse, France, in 1994 to forty this year 
- participants, unfortunately, were forced 
to choose from among ten parallel ses-
sions daily. Of course the organizers of 
the conference readily admitted to this. 
As professor S.K. Mitra, present director 
of the SAI, already remarked in his intro-
duction, Ûin spite of the best will in the 
world, no international conference can 
make every panel available to everyoneÚ. 
The panels were organized around lead-
ing disciplines ranging from anthropol-
ogy and religious studies to politics and 
linguistics; others focused on interdisci-
plinary themes like identity and diaspora. 
Current issues such as the relationship 
between India and Pakistan, the Kash-
mir conflict, and the nuclear capacities 
of India and Pakistan were also touched 
upon. Furthermore there seems to be a 
tendency to organize panels on specific 
regions, e.g. on the Himalaya area, on 
Indian states - as in Rajasthan Studies 
and Tamil Studies - and on the various 
countries of the South Asian subconti-
nent such as Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. 
Details of the panels and papers can be 
found on the Internet site of the confer-
ence  (¨ ) .
The conference coincided with the for-
tieth anniversary of the founding of the 
SAI, which consists of eight depart-
ments and has become a major centre for 
interdisciplinary research and teaching. 
Results of interdisciplinary research were 
rendered visible by means of the exhi-
bition Benares. Views of a Holy City at 
the Völkerkundemuseum of Heidelberg, 
which could be visited by a guided tour. 
Considering the number of participants 
and the increase of contributions, this 
conference was certainly successful. The 
next European Conference on Modern 
South Asian Studies, to be hosted by 
SASNET (Swedish South Asian Studies 
Network) and Lund University, will be 
held from 6 to 9 July 2004 in Lund, 
Sweden. 
Netty Bonouvrié
n.c.bonouvrie@let.leidenuniv.nl
 http://www.iias.nl
 http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/ecmsa/
A Passion for the Sea: Kenneth McPherson and the Indian Ocean Center
The well-known Indian Ocean Centre 
of Curtin University, Australia, finds 
a new home at the South Asia Insti-
tute:  Its founder, historian Kenneth 
McPherson, joins the Department of 
Political Science as Mercator Profes-
sor. He will be collaborating with the 
SAIÙs Peter Lehr, the first director of 
the Indian Ocean Center Heidelberg.
What was once a unique research institu-
tion is reopening at the South Asia Insti-
tute. The Indian Ocean Center Heidelberg 
(IOCH) will be inaugurated at an upcom-
ing conference on the history, economy 
and security of the Indian Ocean, to be 
held at the IWH (Internationales Wissen-
schaftsforum Heidelberg) in July 2004. 
Funded through the DFGÙs Mercator pro-
gram, Professor McPherson is collabo-
rating with the Department of Political 
ScienceÙs Peter Lehr in what will be 
the beginning of an ambitious project 
to establish multidisciplinary Indian 
Ocean research in Germany. Part of 
McPhersonÙs new job at the SAI will be 
to give a seminar on the history of the 
Indian Ocean region.
With more than 30 littoral states, the 
Indian Ocean stretches from South Africa 
to Australia and extends northwards to the 
Middle East and South Asia. Although 
not commonly referred to as a region, 
the Indian Ocean region is defined by 
ancient trade routes linking its various 
parts for more than 3000 years, making 
it the oldest area of international mari-
time trade, and according to McPherson, 
one with a much older coherence than 
the Mediterranean, Atlantic or Pacific. 
Ample opportunity for academic study, 
one would think. 
Certainly some historians from the 
1960s onward began to write about an 
Indian Ocean region, yet wider multi-
disciplinary interest in the oldest mari-
time trading region in the world evolved 
only with the establishment of the Indian 
Ocean Centre, at Curtin University of 
Technology in Western Australia, in 
1981. The first of its kind, this institu-
tion focused on historic research of early 
trade routes, colonial settlement, mari-
time security and a broad range of other 
subjects, particularly in the area of strate-
gic studies. 
Driven by an almost missionary zeal, 
as McPherson recalls his early enthu-
siasm, the Centre soon became known 
throughout Australia and internationally. 
The Indian Ocean was no longer a for-
gotten region, as McPherson puts it. 
From the early 1970s, students flocked 
to courses on regional studies offered 
by McPherson. Successful campaigning 
reaped enough support to establish the 
8On 24-25 Feburary 2003, the SAI and 
the Arts Faculty of Delhi University 
held a joint workshop in Delhi.  Mem-
bers of both institutes explored shared 
research interests, making the formal 
Memorandum of Understanding come 
alive.
Founded in 1922, Delhi University is 
known today not only as one of the larg-
est universities in the world with over 
200,000 students, but also as one of 
the most prestigious centres of scholar-
ship and academic teaching on the South 
Asian subcontinent. Three years have 
passed since representatives of Delhi Uni-
versity and the University of Heidelberg 
signed a Memorandum of Understand-
Workshop: Stimulating Debates, Encouraging Perspectives
ing (MoU). While informal co-operation 
between scholars of the two universities 
is of much longer standing, this formal 
agreement has the objective of expan-
ding the areas of collaboration by cre-
ating an institutional infrastructure. For 
this purpose an inter-university coordi-
nation committee was set up. 
When Delhi UniversityØs Dean of Inter-
national Relations, Prof. S.K. Tandon, 
visited Heidelberg last September, it was 
decided to bring together a group of 
scholars from HeidelbergÙs SAI and from 
the Arts Faculty of Delhi University as 
a first practical step towards Ûbreathing 
lifeÚ into the MoU. An interdisciplinary 
workshop in Delhi was to explore con-
crete possibilities of cooperation. Accord-
ingly, a delegation of ten scholars attached 
to the SAIÙs History and Indology depart-
ments, headed by Professors Monika 
Boehm-Tettelbach and Gita Dharampal-
Frick, visited Delhi University in Febru-
ary to participate in a workshop, which 
was also attended by the SAIÙs Delhi re-
presentative. Delhi University was repre-
sented by 13 academics working in the 
fields of history, literary studies, political 
and social sciences. 
The purpose of the workshop was to 
compare notes and thereby identify con-
crete areas of cooperation. With this in 
mind, 18 participants introduced their 
current research projects in brief state-
ments, after each of which the floor 
was opened to discussion. What could 
first Indian Ocean Center in 1981, over 
a hundred research projects in the fol-
lowing years and two major conferences 
in the 1970s and 1980s engaging aca-
demics and NGOs from many countries. 
The CenterÙs journal, The Indian Ocean 
Review, was the leading scientific quar-
terly in this area of research. His interdis-
ciplinary approach to the Indian Ocean 
was in part inspired by McPhersonÙs visit 
to Heidelberg as a Humboldt Fellow with 
Professor Dietmar Rothermund at the 
Department of History during the early 
1970s. 
Back in Perth, he realized he was 
exploring a new type of history as yet 
ignored by most other academics focus-
sing on the world outside Europe. The 
Center teamed up with the University of 
Western Australia in 1990 to form the 
Indian Ocean Centre for Peace Studies, 
sponsored by the Ministry of Education 
to promote teaching and research. The 
perspective was still largely academic 
but was soon to become more policy-ori-
ented. But in 1995 the Centre became a 
separate institution once again with fund-
ing from the Australian Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade and the state 
government of Western Australia.
Once a warehouse for the industrialised 
countries that was long entirely domi-
nated by Western Europeans, as McPher-
son points out, the Indian Ocean, in the 
1990s, gained rising attention among pol-
icymakers in the state of Western Aus-
tralia, the continentÙs ÛCinderella stateÚ 
(McPherson), which was about to become 
the largest exporter to AustraliaÙs Asian 
neighbours. Improved economic relations 
and a heightened awareness of security - 
which resulted in the built-up of a defen-
sive naval presence in the Indian Ocean 
by Australia in a move to become inde-
pendent of U.S. protection - combined to 
sharpen AustraliaÙs sense of being part of 
the Indian Ocean region. 
Kenneth McPherson was involved in 
much of this development in his position 
as adviser on the Indian Ocean to the state 
government of Western Australia and the 
federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade. He was a member of AustraliaÙs 
delegation at the pioneering Indian Ocean 
summit meetings that led to the forma-
tion of the Indian Ocean Rim Association 
for Regional Co-operation (IOR-ARC) 
in 1997. 
Following a change in government pri-
orities and a shift in public attention 
after the so-called Asian financial crisis 
in 1997, research support was directed 
away from the Indian Ocean which meant 
that, in 2000, the Indian Ocean Centre 
at Curtin University had to be closed. It 
was in the course of a research project 
on Indian Ocean maritime security by 
the Department of Political Science at 
the SAI when the projectÙs co-ordinator, 
Peter Lehr, visited McPherson. Soon a 
plan was drafted to re-establish the Center 
by ÛexportingÚ it to Heidelberg.
After three years of hibernation, the 
Center is back and awaits a promising 
future. McPherson is confident the up-
coming inaugural conference will revi-
talise the spirit that accompanied the 
original Center. Its successor, the Indian 
Ocean Center Heidelberg (IOCH), seeks 
to attract corporate as well as academic 
stakeholders of the Indian Ocean. Says 
Peter Lehr, IOCH director: ÛThe Indian 
Ocean is usually depicted as a region of 
conflict. The fact that it holds a great 
economic potential still tends to be over-
looked. The IOCH will look at both sides 
of the medal, thus trying to enhance the 
awareness of this neglected region in 
Europe and especially in Germany.Ú
Additional Information: 
The new IOCH offers an internet-based 
archive holding editions of the original 
Review that will be augmented by upcom-
ing volumes of this unique journal. Visit 
our websites (¨  ) for news on the 
IOCH and the conference. 
Kenneth McPherson
drkennethmcpherson@yahoo.com.au
Peter Lehr 
lehr@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
 http://ioch.org
 http://ioch.de
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History cordially 
invited the staff of the 
SAI and the public to 
an inaugural presen-
tation and discussion 
to explore Mahatma Gandhi through 
his own words, illustrated by historical 
photos and cartoons from the collec-
tions of the National Gandhi Museum, 
New Delhi.
The exhibition was opened on 30 January 
2003 (55th death anniversary of Mahatma 
Gandhi) in the Main Reading Room of 
the Library. The exhibits remained on 
view until 11 April 2003. The idea of 
a presentation on Gandhi was first con-
ceived by Prof. Dharampal-Frick, in con-
junction with her courses on Indian inde-
pendence movement, held during the 
winter semester 2002/03. It aimed at 
challenging existing stereotypes about 
Gandhi by referring to his own ideas. 
This stimulated a group of students to 
discover the world of Ûthe man of the 
centuryÚ (Time Magazine).
Starting with nothing but an idea and 
the prospect of getting about a hundred 
photographs of Gandhi from the National 
Exhibition: Quintessential Gandhi
Gandhi Museum in New Delhi, the exhibi-
tion team discovered the unknown world 
of creativity. Nicolas Yazgi, a visiting 
research fellow in the department of 
Anthropology at the SAI and a profes-
sional museologist, initiated us into co-
ordinating and structuring ideas regarding 
the setting up of an exhibition. Anuradha 
Joshi and Pawan Gupta, both working 
on alternative education, health and life-
style in India, were a source of inspiration 
and helped to translate the ideas into prac-
tice. We would like to express our special 
thanks to them for guiding and encour-
aging us to focus on GandhiÙs impact 
on the people of India. They constantly 
questioned our attempt to impose a stamp 
on ÛGandhiÙs ideasÚ most constructively. 
Their efforts found concrete expression 
in our presentation. The whole process of 
learning helped us to get a better under-
standing of the experimental, human and 
practical side of GandhiÙs philosophical 
and politico-religious theories.
In the end, the presentation ÛQuint-
essential GandhiÚ attempted to give the 
audience an insight into GandhiÙs break 
with traditional categories of thought, his 
constant endeavour to stretch the bound-
aries of imagination in all areas of life, 
and towards opening up new philosoph-
ical and practical possibilities. The pre-
sentation was meant to explore some 
of the complexities in GandhiÙs well-
known ideas through his own words, 
and in doing this required us to think 
afresh about things we have long taken 
for granted. The outcome of our ideas 
was expressed in 14 press boards (illus-
trating the period 1915-1948), including 
an introductory chronology, citations and 
brief essays on GandhiÙs ÛmainÚ theories 
of Satyagraha, Ahimsa and Swaraj.
The opening presentation of ÛQuint-
essential GandhiÚ provided Ûfood for 
thoughtÚ to all staff members and stu-
dents of the SAI. It received attention 
from the local media as well as from 
persons engaged in alternative projects. 
In addition groups of school children 
viewed the presentation with great enthu-
siasm. The exhibition can now be bor-
rowed by interested persons or institu-
tions, who may contact the Department 
of History (¨ ).
Meera Tharmalingam
meera_tharmalingam@hotmail.com
 http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/abt/his/
well have been a tedious exercise turned 
out to be a door- and eye-opener. The 
lively and sophisticated discussions indi-
cated clearly that there was much more 
common ground than expected in the 
research conducted at Delhi and Heidel-
berg. 
Shared research interests include a 
wide range of themes spanning from the 
history of archaeology, and the emergence 
of a North Indian print culture, to reli-
gious and social conflict in contemporary 
mega-cities. As a result, three inter-uni-
versity project groups were formed with 
the intention of coordinating research, 
organising workshops and producing 
joint publications. The groups will focus 
on three areas of research: ÛState prac-
tices and the articulation of citizenshipÚ, 
ÛBiographies and Autobiographies in 
Persian and Urdu in North IndiaÚ and 
ÛTransnational worlds of labourÚ. 
The concluding session of the workshop 
discussed broader perspectives of coop-
eration. Our Delhi colleagues stressed 
their interest in joint activities involving 
not only the SAI but the Humanities and 
Social Sciences of Heidelberg University 
in general. 
In order to regularise cooperation, 
annual meetings were agreed upon and 
a Working Committee was set up con-
sisting of Prof. Shahid Amin, Prof. Om 
Prakash, Dr. Nayanjot Lahiri and Dr. 
Dilip Menon from Delhi University and 
Prof. Monika Boehm-Tettelbach, Prof. 
Gita Dharampal-Frick, Dr. Evelin Hust, 
Dr. Srilata Müller and Dr. Ravi Ahuja 
from the University of Heidelberg. Based 
on the positive experience of student 
exchange between the two universities 
during the past few years, exchange pro-
grammes will now be extended to gradu-
ate students and faculty. Moreover, joint 
workshops on themes of shared interest 
will be held in turn at the Arts Faculty of 
Delhi University and the SAI. 
At the end of the workshop, the Delhi 
UniversityÙs Dean of International Rela-
tions, Prof. S.K. Tandon, was impressed 
with the progress achieved and optimis-
tic regarding future cooperation between 
the two universities. The Delhi work-
shop was, in sum, a stimulating aca-
demic experience and has opened up new 
and concrete fields of cooperation. What 
lies ahead now is the task of providing 
the financial and infrastructural precon-
ditions for the realisation of these per-
spectives. Last but not least, on behalf 
of Profs. Monika Boehm-Tettelbach and 
Gita Dharampal-Frick (and indeed of all 
members of the SAI-delegation), I should 
like to express our sincere gratitude to 
the University of Heidelberg (and in par-
ticular to Dr. H. Joachim Gerke, head 
of the Akademisches Auslandsamt) for 
the generous financial assistance without 
which this international academic enter-
prise would not have been possible. 
Ravi Ahuja
ravi.ahuja@urz.uni-heidelberg.de
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Award for Prof. Boehm-
Tettelbach
On 10 March 2003, Monika Boehm-
Tettelbach, head of the Department 
of Modern Indology, received from 
the hands of the abbot-in-chief of the 
Dàdåpanth, Sv. Gopàldàsjã, the Srã 
Dàdå øikhar Sammàn, an award con-
ferred by the All-India Dàdåpanthã 
Lay Organisation. She shares this 
yearÙs award with the veteran Dàdå-
panthã scholar Sv. âtmàràm and Dr. 
R.P. Mishra (University of Rajast-
han).
Sabine Mietzner receives 
the SAI Research Scholar-
ship
The Association of Friends of the 
South Asia Institute awarded Sabine 
Mietzner the SAI Research Scholar-
ship for her work on ÛUntouchability 
in West Bengal: The role of NGOs 
in the empowerment of Dalits and 
their contribution to Dalit political 
awarenessÚ.
The project - a masterÙs thesis at 
the Department of Political Science - 
analyzes to what extent NGOs con-
tribute to strenghtening the political 
consciousness of the Dalits thereby 
enabling them to participate in the 
political process. It is meant to be 
a contribution to empowerment-
research in the context of the engage-
ment of political sciences with the 
different forms of political participa-
tion of the socially disadvantaged.
The project is important for  Poli-
tical Science of South Asia in terms 
of conceptualizing. The issue is at 
the same time both scientifically chal-
lenging and politically up-to-date. In 
the case of the Dalits, through the 
work of NGOs,  a revolution of rigid 
behaviour patterns can be attained by 
strenghtening their political consious-
ness. This goal is of special impor-
tance to  the United Nations - who 
strive to half the worldÙs extreme pov-
erty by the year 2015.
The SAI Research Scholarship will 
be awarded on an annual basis.
Visiting Scholars at the SAI
Anupa Pande
Prof. Dr. Anupa Pande is a gold medal-
list in M.A. from the Advanced Centre 
of Ancient History, Culture and Archae-
ology, University of Allahabad (India), 
from where she obtained her PhD. She 
is a Sanskritist and proficient in Indian 
music. She received the degree of San-
gita Prabhakar (B.Mus.) and a Diploma 
in Chinese language and has published 
a large number of research papers in 
reputed national and international jour-
nals as well as four books on various 
aspects of Indian art and culture. Her 
latest publication documents the Bud-
dhist cave paintings of Bagh of the 5th 
century A.D. She has also delivered lec-
tures at various universities and muse-
ums in India and abroad and is now 
teaching at the Department of Art His-
tory in the National Museum Institute 
(National Museum), New Delhi, India.
Supported by the Indo-German Cul-
tural Exchange Programme, Pande is 
in residence at the SAI from May to 
July 2003 as the Baden-Württemberg 
Fellow where she is doing research on the 
Nilakanthesvar Temple - an important 
Medieval Siva Temple in Central India. 
Unlike its contemporaries, the Khaju-
raho group of temples, this temple has 
been neglected by scholars. Her research 
foci are on sculptures, architecture and 
religious rituals of the temple, subjects 
also of an audio-visual presentation to be 
given by her at the SAI. 
Novel Kishore Rai
Novel Kishore Rai is the first visiting pro-
fessor from Nepal at the SAI since a regu-
lar fellowship was established  through a 
Memorandum of Understanding between 
the SAI and Tribhuvan University (signed 
in 2001). His stay during the summer 
term of 2003 is financially supported 
by the Alexander-von-Humboldt Foun-
dation and the SAI.
Professor Novel Kishore Rai is an emi-
nent linguist who has not only credentials 
as a scholar but has also worked in the 
practical fields of consultancy and diplo-
macy. Born in 1947 in East Nepal he 
obtained various university degrees from 
the newly established Tribhuvan Uni-
versity: B.A. and M.A. in Nepali Lan-
guage and Literature, Master of Educa-
tion (1972) and Bachelor of Law (1976). 
After obtaining his PhD in Linguistics 
from Pune University (with a thesis on 
ÛA Descriptive Study of BantawaÚ 1986) 
he went to the University of Kiel as 
an Alexander-von-Humboldt fellow in 
1987/88. 
In 1995 he became NepalÙs Ambasssa-
dor to Germany and stayed in Bonn for 
four and a half years. During this time he 
continued to pursue his academic inter-
ests: he was a research fellow at Leiden 
University, Member of the Royal Nepal 
Academy (1994-1998), and teacher of 
Nepali at Bonn University. After his 
return to Nepal he took up the position of 
professor in Linguistics at the Centre for 
Nepal and Asian Studies (CNAS). 
One of his long-standing interests is 
the study and documentation of NepalÙs 
immense linguistic variety. He is pre-
sently involved in setting up the Linguis-
tic Survey of Nepal (LINSUN). Since 
recently he has been a member of a joint 
documentation project (including three 
German scholars) on Chintang and Puma 
(two Kiranti languages), which the Volks-
wagen Foundation is funding as part 
of its programme ÛDokumentation be-
drohter SprachenÚ (DOBES). Other inter-
ests include the study of oral traditions. 
The topic he chose to study during his term 
in Heidelberg is a comparison of German 
and Nepali proverbs.
Martin Gaenszle
martin.gaenszle@urz.uni-heidelberg.de
Pande, Anupa. The Buddhist Cave 
Paintings of Bagh. New Delhi: Aryan, 
2002.
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Forthcoming Events
Bhakti Conference
The Department of Modern Indology 
organizes the 9th International Bhakti 
Conference from 23-26 July 2003 
at the IWH (Internationales Wissen-
schaftsforum Heidelberg). (see poster 
on backside)
European Summer School on 
Modern South Asian Studies
A European Summer School on 
Modern South Asian Studies, jointly 
organised by the University of 
Edinburgh, the European Institute of 
Asian Studies (Brussels), the Institut 
National des Langues et Civilisations 
Orientales, the University of Oslo and 
the University of Heidelberg will be 
held at the SAI from 21 July 2003 to 
2 August 2003. The course addresses 
important contemporary issues facing 
South Asia - social and economic 
development, national and interna-
tional security and geo-political rela-
tionships as well as cultural aspects.
 
Sanskrit Summer Schools
Summer School in Spoken Sanskrit 
from 4-29 August 2003, organized by 
Prof. Dr. Axel Michaels at the Depart-
ment for Classical Indology, South 
Asia Institute.
Advanced Summer School in 
Spoken Sanskrit 2003, 8-27 Septem-
ber 2003, co-organized by Prof. Dr. 
Fabrizia Baldissera and Prof. Dr. Axel 
Michaels at the Facoltá di Lettere della 
Universitá degli Studi di Firenze.
School studentsÙ day
On 10 October 2003, starting at 9.30 
a.m., the Departments of Anthropo-
logy, Geography, History and both 
Classical and Modern Indology will 
welcome pupils aged 14 to 18 years 
from schools in and around Heidel-
berg to the SAI and will introduce 
them to the research activities of the 
respective disciplines as well as to the 
institute itself as a center of teaching 
and learning. More at:
http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/
On 6 December 2002, the SAI held 
a workshop in Heidelberg, presenting 
new findings regarding youth-specific 
aspects of politics, development, and 
conflict management in Sri Lanka.
Youths have figured prominently in the 
post-independence political landscape of 
Sri Lanka, particularly since the early 
1970s. The democratic parliamentary 
system of government that encouraged 
political pluralism since independence in 
1948, has been instrumental in mobilising 
increasingly politically conscious youth 
to play an active part in the countryÙs 
politics, particularly under the ÛYouth 
WingsÚ of the major parties. Two waves 
of insurgencies by the JVP (PeopleÙs Lib-
eration Front) led to a large scale mobil-
isation of Sri Lankan youth for armed 
struggle aimed at capturing state power. 
Further, Sri Lanka witnessed a major 
separatist movement among Tamil youth 
under the leadership of the LTTE in the 
Northern Region. It is against this back-
ground that Sri Lankan youth have drawn 
the attention of both academics as well as 
policy makers.
The SAI co-operated with Sri Lankan 
universities, particularly the University 
Workshop Report: Sri Lanka - 
of Colombo, as well as research institu-
tions and international organisations in a 
joint research project in this field, con-
ducting an island-wide National Youth 
Survey in 1998. Further, the Colombo 
branch office of the South Asia Institute 
is promoting research on youth, poverty, 
development and conflict related issues.
The workshop was organised as part of 
the academic exchange program between 
the South Asia Institute and the Uni-
versity of Colombo, supported by the 
DAAD, which enables scholars to con-
duct subject-related research visits at the 
respective partner institution. Four papers 
were presented by Prof. Laksiri Fernando, 
Prof. Jayanthi De Silva, Dr. Gameela 
Samarasinghe, Dr. S.I. Keethaponcalan, 
who are specialists from various depart-
ments of the University of Colombo. 
Among the participants were experts 
from several German research institu-
tions, as well as the ambassador of Sri 
Lanka to Germany, H.E. C.D. Cassie 
Chetty.
Karsten Frey
karstenf@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
Dieter Conrad Memorial Lecture
In honour of Dieter Conrad (1932 - 
2001), the SAI established the Dieter 
Conrad Memorial Lecture to be held 
annually. On 27 June 2003, Werner 
Menski (SOAS, London) held the inau-
gural lecture, titled ÛFrom dharma to 
law and back? Postmodern Hindu law 
in a global world.Ú
Dieter Conrad was head of the Depart-
ment of Law at the SAI from 1963 until 
his retirement in 1997. With this series 
of lectures, the SAI honours his achiev-
ments in the field of South Asian law, 
GandhiÙs law philosophy and his tireless 
efforts to promote academic exchange 
between Germany and South Asia. 
Werner Menski, the first speaker, is 
one of the leading experts of classical 
and modern Hindu law, of Islamic law 
and law comparison.  He is Senior Lec-
turer in Laws at the School of Oriental 
and African Studies (London). He also 
holds guest professorships at the Punjab 
Law College and at the Pakistan College 
of Law (Lahore) on a regular basis.
More than 60 guests participated in the 
lecture which was followed by a recep-
tion in the inner courtyard of the Neue 
Universität in the old-town center of Hei-
delberg.
An abstract of Mr MenskiÙs paper will be 
the next contribution to the Heidelberg 
Papers in South Asian and Comparative 
Politics (¨ ).
Volker Oberkircher
volker@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
 http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/abt/
SAPOL/HPSACP.htm
Politics, Violence, and the Role of Youth
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The Orissa Archive at the South Asia 
Institute consists of a collection of books 
and manuscripts in various Indian lan-
guages - mainly Sanskrit, Oriya and 
Telugu - and translations into English 
respectively. 
The Archive was founded after the 
research project on Orissa - funded as a 
Sonderforschungsbereich of the German 
Research Council (DFG) - was com-
pleted in 1976. It was carried out in coop-
eration with scholars of the universities 
of Heidelberg and Freiburg. The aim of 
this research project, which had been 
going on from 1971 till 1976, was a thor-
ough investigation into the culture and 
history of Orissa. While the project was 
still in progress, the scholars involved 
decided to guarantee the public an open 
access to the complete material. There-
fore, it was agreed upon to keep it under 
the guardianship of the South Asia Insti-
tute as soon as the project had been com-
pleted.
Whereas the books and printed materi-
als were fairly quickly included into the 
stock of the library of the South Asia 
Institute the copied manuscripts were 
kept in a separate room. Yet, for reasons 
of language as well as because of difficul-
ties in shaping the data according to cat-
Library I: New Online Retrieval for Manuscripts of the Orissa Archive
aloguing rules the project to incorporate 
them into the catalogue of the InstituteÙs 
library was postponed for many years.
Only recently funding within the budget 
of the Institute and - even more important 
- qualified human resources were made 
available to make this valuable material 
accessible for a wide range of interested 
scholars. It is now part of a special collec-
tion in compact storage and easily obtain-
able during the library hours. Moreover, 
the data have been included in the online 
union catalogue of the SWB (South West 
Germany Library Consortium, ¨ ) as 
well as the local union catalogue of Hei-
delberg called HEIDI (¨ ).
For many reasons - among them the 
availability of local data such as shelf 
mark or subject headings - it is prefer-
able to search in HEIDI. If, e.g., one 
is looking for a complete index of all 
the manuscripts one just has to carry out 
a search with the shelf mark [Signatur] 
Û265 mss*Ú. It is absolutely crucial to 
set the truncation mark (*) because oth-
erwise the search will end in no results, 
whereas the successful search will pro-
duce 405 hits.
Unfortunately HEIDI is still based on 
German for major parts of the retrieval. 
For an online tutorial of how to use the 
various search facilities for the Orissa 
Archive please visit the home page of the 
InstituteÙs library (¨ ).     
Since 1999 an additional research proj-
ect focussing on Orissa (Various Iden-
tities: Socio-Cultural Profiles of Orissa 
in Historical and Regional Perspectives) 
has been going on, again in cooperation 
with scholars of various universities. For 
further information please consult addi-
tional websites (¨    ).
Sonja Stark-Wild
sonja.stark-wild@urz.uni-heidelberg.de 
 http://www.bsz-bw.de/
wwwroot/e.opac.html
 http://www.ub.uni-
heidelberg.de/helios/kataloge/
 http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/abt/
BIBLIO/index.html (Click Sammlun-
gen)
 http://www.dfg.de/
jahresbericht/detail15299.html
 http://orp.uni-kiel.de/
Orissa-Background.html
 http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/abt/
IND/index/mitarbe/mic/for-mic3.htm
 http://www.uni-
tuebingen.de/indologie/projekte.html
In December 2002 the library of the 
South Asia Institute was able to buy by 
arrangement of Professor Boehm-Tettel-
bach around 100 books on the North 
Indian Bhakti movement from Professor 
Winand Callewaert, who teaches San-
skrit and Hinduism at the K.U. Leuven 
and has researched and published exten-
sively on North Indian Bhakti literature 
and traditions. 
The Bhakti movement began in the 
Tamil South in the 7th century, grad-
ually spreading northward throughout 
the Indian subcontinent and reaching its 
zenith in the 15th and 17th century. Far 
from being a homogenous movement it 
comprised various groups each with its 
particular emphases. These Bhakti groups 
were strongly regional, so that they were 
distinguished not only by their doctrinal 
content but also by their separate histo-
Library II: Acquisition of Rare Books on the North Indian Bhakti Movement
ries. Thus, one finds traditions as different 
as the orthodox Sri Vaishnava and Saiva 
Siddhanta schools of the Tamil South, 
the North Indian cult of devotion to Ram, 
the Krishnaite sects of Vallabha in West-
ern India and Chaitanya in Bengal. 
Despite these regional and doctrinal 
differences there remain thematic simil-
iarities. The Bhakti poetry was generally 
written in the vernacular language of 
the region and therefore accessible to all 
social classes. Furthermore, the Bhakti 
poets, who came from all strata of soci-
ety and included men as well as women, 
tended to de-emphasize ritual, and instead 
focused on singing and chanting the name 
of God. 
Their major vehicle was not the writ-
ten text but songs and poetry, in which 
they preached against brahmanical ritual 
beliefs and the caste-system, and advo-
cated a pure, monotheistic faith. 
Among the books purchased from Pro-
fessor Callewaert are editions of the 
works of the disciple of Dadu, Rajjaba-
dasa (shelf mark: nsp 2.33 B 2003/598) 
as well as the works of Sundaradasa 
(shelf mark: nsp 8.12 B 2003/586) and 
Guru Nanaka (shelf mark: nsp 2.33 B 
2003/522). Besides, there are also studies 
on Bhakti traditions from various Indian 
and European scholars (shelf marks: nsp 
8.12 G 2003/194, nsp 8.12 G 2003/514, 
rel 51 L 03/326, rel 51 L 03/397). All 
books have been catalogued in the SWB 
and HEIDI and are available to the 
users.
Nicole Merkel
merkel@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
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The three representatives of the SAIÙs 
branch offices came together for their 
first meeting from 12-19 November 2002 
in Sri Lanka. The chance to exchange 
their experiencs and visions for 
the future was a great advance 
for the branch offices.
The concrete result of the 
workshop was a working paper, 
spelling out the views of the 
representatives on how to 
strengthen the cooperation bet-
ween the branch offices and 
how to better integrate them 
into the activities of the SAI 
in Heidelberg. In their recom-
mendations the representatives 
concretised their thoughts that 
had already been mentioned in 
the strategy paper of the previ-
ous year. 
New Delhi Branch
The academic year 2002-2003 has been 
marked by numerous significant aca-
demic as well as representative activi-
ties. It started off with support for Indian 
scholars to attend the 17th ECMSAS in 
Heidelberg in September 2002. The re-
presentative furthermore co-organised a 
panel there on ÛProblems of Urbanisation 
in South AsiaÚ, whose proceedings are 
under preparation for publication. This 
panel also gave impetus to increased col-
laboration with the Centre de Science 
Humaines in Delhi and various Indian 
scholars to pursue a common research 
project on ÛUrban GovernanceÚ.
Between September 2002 and March 
2003 the branch office organised lectures 
at various localities for seven scholars, 
namely Prof. William Sax, Prof. Joachim 
Österheld (ZMO; this was a lecture series 
of  five talks in cooperation with the Max 
Mueller Bhavan), Alexander Fischer, Dr. 
Maren Bellwinkel, Dr. Harald Fischer-
Tin‚ (Humboldt University Berlin), PD 
Dr. Martin Fuchs, and Karin Polit. All 
lectures were very well attended by aca-
demics and the general public, and a 
new format was initiated to win eminent 
Indian scholars in the respective fields to 
chair the sessions.
Especially noteworthy are the increased 
activities under the Memorandum of 
Branch Offices: New Delhi, Colombo, Kathmandu
Understanding between the Universities 
of Delhi and Heidelberg in which the 
branch office is actively involved. The 
most important event in this respect was 
a Workshop initiated by the Department 
of History of the SAI and Delhi Univer-
sity (DU) that took place on 24-25 Feb-
ruary 2003 at DU. Fifteen scholars from 
DU and ten from the SAI exchanged their 
research interests in lively discussions, 
and various common areas of future col-
laboration were identified. The workshop 
was concluded with a festive reception 
organised by the branch office on the 
lawns of the Max Mueller Bhavan. In 
addition, the second exchange student 
with support from Baden-Württemberg 
is at the moment studying at the Depart-
ment of Sociology, Delhi School of Eco-
nomics, DU.
Important discussions were also held 
with the Centre for the Study of Devel-
oping Societies (CSDS) in respect to 
the organisation of alternating summer 
schools in the field of social sciences.
The branch office furthermore sup-
ported members of three major research 
projects, namely ÛVisualized Space: 
Constructions of Locality and Carto-
graphic Representation in VaranasiÚ, 
ÛUmstrittene Zentren: Konstruktion und 
Wandel sozio-kultureller Identitäten in 
der indischen Region OrissaÚ, and 
ÛKultur(en) im Widerstreit. Diskursive 
und Performative Identitäts-Formationen 
in inter-kulturellen RäumenÚ. It also gave 
advice to numerous other scholars and 
students from India and Germany.
The most important high level politi-
cal events in which the branch office was 
involved were the launch of the ÛNational 
Mission for ManuscriptsÚ by the Prime 
Minister A.B. Vajpayee in his 
residence on 7 February 2003 
and a Round Table Discussion 
with the German President 
Johannes Rau on 4 March 2003 
in the German Embassy.
Address:
c/o Max Mueller Bhavan
3, Kasturba Gandhi Marg
New Delhi - 110 001
Phone: 0091-11-2332 6001
Fax: 0091-11-2371 6684
Email: 
saidelhi@del2.vsnl.net.in
Representative:
Evelin Hust
Colombo Branch
While topics of historical and archaeo-
logical interest, and study of Pali-liter-
ature had been prominent in academic 
interest in Sri Lanka earlier, since the 
opening of this branch office most of the 
research topics have centered on issues 
of development, resource management, 
and conflict resolution.With the objective 
to build up expertise in specific develop-
ment-related, political, and cultural issues 
of Sri Lanka, the branch office Colombo 
initiates and facilitates research coopera-
tion between the University of Colombo 
(and other Sri Lankan academic insti-
tutions) and the SAI. In particular, 
it supports the newly established pro-
gramme ÛImproving Capacities for Po-
verty ResearchÚ (IMCAP) at the Univer-
sity of Colombo.
Since the opening of the branch office 
in 1999, it has served as a pool of infor-
mation and assistance for an increasing 
number of researchers from Heidelberg. 
Also, scholars from other academic insti-
tutions repeatedly turn to it for advice 
and exchange. Local scholars keep in 
close contact encouraged by the already 
practised research cooperation. A DAAD 
exchange programme was set up in 2001 
for a period of four years which is particu-
larly designed to support young scholars. 
New Delhi Branch: Representative Evelin Hust and her staff - 
from left: P.N. Chaudhary, J. Baksh, S. Pal and G.S. Chauhan.
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Besides active research, research consul-
tation, research administration, and sup-
port of the head office, the activities of 
the branch office include the organization 
of lectures, workshops, 
discussion circles, and 
publications.
As part of the DAAD 
exchange programme 
the branch office orga-
nized the selection and 
journey of four scholars 
from Colombo Univer-
sity for the workshop in 
Heidelberg on 6 Decem-
ber 2002 on ÛSri Lanka: 
Politics, Violence, and 
the Role of YouthÚ. On 
16-17 December 2002, 
it organized the work-
shop on ÛReproductive 
Health and Medical 
AnthropologyÚ in Colombo with  Stefan 
Ecks and Regina Görgen from Heidel-
berg.
The office is embedded in an excel-
lent network of exchange and collabora-
tion with local academic, political, and 
developmental institutes and agencies. 
On 10 December 2002, it conducted a 
seminar on ÛLocal Governance and Con-
flict ManagementÚ presenting the results 
of the same research project run in coop-
eration with the Development Studies 
Institute, University of Colombo, the Sri 
Lanka Institute of Local Governance, 
and the Berghof Foundation for Conflict 
Studies. On 3 April 2003, Dr. Jürgen Cle-
mens was the first speaker in a new series 
of lectures organized jointly with the Fac-
ulty of Arts at the University of Colombo. 
He elaborated on ÛRural Development 
and Rural Energy Supplies: Potentials 
of Small and Micro-Hydel Projects for 
Forest Conservation in Mountain Areas 
of Northern PakistanÚ. His presentation 
was very well received and in the discus-
sion numerous parallels to the situation 
in Sri Lanka were identified. 
In cooperation with the Friedrich-
Ebert-Stiftung and the Foundation for 
Community Transformation a full day 
seminar was organized on 24 May 2003. 
Speakers including Prof. Paul Lim (Uni-
versity of Penang, Malaysia, and EIAS, 
Brussels) and Prof. J. Uyangoda (Uni-
versity of Colombo) presented papers on 
general and specific aspects of federal-
ism, a topic of highest political priority in 
Sri Lanka.  
Together with the Jaffna Rehabilitation 
Project of the German Corporation for 
International Cooperation (JRP-GTZ) 
under its team leader Eberhard Halbach, 
the SAI facilitated monthly meetings of 
organisers from different organisations 
and academics for an exchange of infor-
mation on issues like the political conflict, 
war traumata, rehabiltiation, and poverty.
In order to stimulate further reflection 
on the peace process among the youth, 
the SAI in cooperation with the National 
Science Foundation has advertised a 
competition for research papers among 
Sri Lankan undergraduate students. Case 
studies are invited on the topic ÛThe Role 
of Religion in the Peace ProcessÚ. The 
three best papers will be presented by 
their authors in a workshop in Oktober 
2003. This event will be included in 
the festivities of the German Embassy 
for the celebration of 50 years of diplo-
matic relations between Germany and Sri 
Lanka.
Address:
South Asia Institute 
Heidelberg University
Colombo Branch Office
29/15 Visaka Private Road
Colombo 4, Sri Lanka
Phone: 0094-1-595890 / 581585 / 
            596963
Fax: 0094-74-514820
Email: saicmb@eureka.lk
Website: http://www.sai.uni-
heidelberg.de/abt/colombo/
Representative: 
Birgit Mayer-König
Kathmandu Branch
The SAI Kathmandu Office is affiliated to 
Tribhuvan University (T.U.) and is insti-
tutionally linked to 
the Centre for Nepal 
and Asia Studies 
(CNAS). Its office 
has recently been 
relocated to Patan/
Dhobighat, where it 
occupies a three-
room flat, including 
a small library. As 
a farewell to the 
previous (Marianna 
Kropf) and welcome 
to the newly 
appointed represen-
tative a reception was 
organised, bringing 
together a broad vari-
ety of Nepalese and international scholars 
and other professionals. This reception 
was also taken as a most suitable opportu-
nity for officially welcoming Prof. Novel 
K. Rai (CNAS) as the first guest profes-
sor to the SAI (see page 10), handing 
over the tickets, as well as visiting cards 
for his Ûnew identityÚ.
During the last years lecture series were 
held on a regular basis, mainly in cooper-
ation with CNAS, Royal Nepal Academy 
(RNA), or GTZ. Within her three-year 
appointment Marianna Kropf has organ-
ised an impressive number of 30 lectures, 
covering a broad spectrum of topics by 
scholars from many renowned univer-
sities. These lectures regularly attract a 
large audience from both within and out-
side university. An academic Ûhanding 
overÚ was organised when on 26 May 
2003 Marianna Kropf was giving a lec-
ture on ÛThe Merging of Traditions in 
the Lay Worship of the Navagraha in the 
Kathmandu ValleyÚ, a crucial aspect of 
her forthcoming PhD. thesis.  
New activities of the recently appointed 
representative will also include teaching 
at T.U. Topics for lectures and seminars 
focus on aspects suitable for interdisci-
plinary courses, mainly Human Develop-
ment and Globalisation. A similar course 
was offered during a guest lectureship 
funded by the DAAD in autumn 2001 
and was well-received among students 
as well as faculty members. For (geog-
raphy) students from Heidelberg a field 
course will be offered in 2003/04, pro-
viding them with the opportunity to gain 
Seminar on Federalism, 24 May 2003 - Photo: Mayer-König
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experience in empirical field work, simi-
lar to a course carried out in autumn 1999 
(together with Dietrich Schmidt-Vogt, 
then Dept. of Geography, SAI). For stu-
dents from Tribhuvan 
University, the office 
plans to offer a few 
(nominal) grants for 
supporting field work 
for their M.A. theses, 
along with organising 
tuition and seminars 
for interested 
students. 
New research proj-
ects by members of 
SAI faculty include 
life-cycle transition 
rituals, carried out 
within the broader 
framework of the DFG-
funded  ÛDynamics of 
ritual. Socio-cultural 
Processes in a historical 
and cultural comparative perspectiveÚ, 
involving Axel Michaels, Niels Guts-
chow, Alexander von Rospatt, and 
Nutandhar Sharma (see page 16). A 
new project was also granted recently 
by the Volkswagen Foundation, within 
their framework of documenting rare lan-
guages. This project on documenting two 
Rai languages in eastern Nepal brings 
together scholars from several universi-
ties, such as Martin Gaenszle (Anthro-
pology), and Novel K. Rai (CNAS, Lin-
guistics). Elvira Graner, the current rep-
resentative, is carrying out a research 
project on International Labour Migra-
tion from Nepal in close collaboration 
with the Nepal Institute of Development 
Studies (NIDS; Ganesh Gurung).
Address:
Patan/Dhobighat
P.O. Box 4379
Kathmandu
Nepal
Phone/Fax: +977 1 5522 933
Phone (mobile): +977 9810 53 753 
Email: saiktm@mos.com.np
Website: http://www.sai.uni-
               heidelberg.de/abt/kathmandu/
Representative:
Elvira Graner
Staff News
Dr. Tilman FRASCH, Dept. of His-
tory, resigned.
Christiane NOE and Hartmut 
FÜNFGELD took up an appointment 
as Wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter in 
the Dept. of Geography.
Isabel WERLE, Dept. of International 
Economics, resigned.
Karsten FREY took up an appoint-
ment as Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbei-
ter in the Dept. of Political Science.
Mathias METZGER took up an 
appointment as Wissenschaftlicher 
Mitarbeiter in the Dept. of Modern 
Indology.
Peter LEHR, Dept. of Political Sci-
ence, resigned.
Dr. Stefan KLONNER and Dagmar 
VÖLKER took up an appointment as 
Wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter in the 
Dept. of Economics. 
Dr. Elvira GRANER took up an 
appointment as successor of Mari-
anna KROPF as head of the branch 
office in Kathmandu.
Dr. Birgit MAYER-KÖNIG took up 
an appointment as successor of Chris-
tine BIGDON as head of the branch 
office in Colombo.
Alexander FISCHER took up an 
appointment as Wissenschaftlicher 
Mitarbeiter in the Dept. of Political 
Science.
Dr. Ravi AHUJA took up an appoint-
ment as Wissenschaftlicher Assistent 
in the Dept. of History.
Claudia THEIS-PASSARO took up 
an appointment as secretary in the 
Dept. of History.
Dr. Michael NIJHAWAN took up 
an appointment as Wissenschaftlicher 
Mitarbeiter in the Dept. of Anthropo-
logy.
Elvira Graner handing over tickets and cards to Prof. 
Novel K. Rai at a reception in Kathmandu on 22 April 
2003 - Photo: Rajeh L Shrestha 
New StudentsÙ Body
In November 2002, students from the 
SAI formed a new studentsÙ body. Kris-
tina Solbig, Sabine Mietzner, Anja Kluge, 
Anita Lakhotia, Caroline Gevers, Eric 
Decker and Volker Oberkircher will repre-
sent the interests of their fellow students. 
The first activity of the studentsÙ body 
was organizing a christmas party at the 
SAI. Students and teachers alike enjoyed 
Indian food, German cookies, drinks and 
music.  Currently, the representatives of 
the students are co-operating with the 
Board of Directors in the ongoing budget 
negotiations with the administration of 
Heidelberg University. Members of the 
studentsÙ body also organize introductory 
weekends and classes for new students. 
All students of the SAI are welcome to 
join the meetings of the studentsÙ body. 
For the upcoming winter semester, regular 
meetings will be scheduled.
For further information, please send an 
e-mail to our mailing list (¨ ).
Sabine Mietzner
mietzner@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
Volker Oberkircher
volker@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
 saifa@domeus.de
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In May 2002, the German Research 
Council (DFG) approved a special inter-
disciplinary and collaborative research 
project (Sonderforschungsbereich 619) 
to be conducted at the University of Hei-
delberg. The project, which is scheduled 
for the duration of 12 years, consists of 
15 disciplines mostly related to the field 
of cultural studies, which are collabora-
ting on a total of 16 sub-projects. An ini-
tial endowment of 3.5 million Euros for 
the first three years has created over 20 
academic posts for upcoming scholars. 
Axel Michaels, Head 
of the Department of 
Classical Indology at 
the SAI, was elected 
speaker of the research 
project.
The members of the 
research group have 
so far concentrated on 
hitherto unresolved 
questions regarding the dynamics of rit-
uals: How do they emerge and how do 
they disappear? How and why do rituals 
change their form? The approach to these 
questions is performed on an inter-dis-
ciplinary and cross-disciplinary platform 
and focuses on changes in rituals and 
their structures and functions. 
Of the 16 sub-projects, four are located 
at the SAI and conducted by the heads 
and research fellows of the Departments 
of Classical Indology, Modern Indology, 
und Anthropology. In the following a 
brief description will be given of these 
individual sub-projects. 
1. Life-cycle Rituals in Nepal
Department of Classical Indology (Axel 
Michaels, Niels Gutschow, Alexander 
von Rospatt and Nutandhar Sharma)
This sub-project is aimed at studying 
life-cycle rites (saskàra) in Nepal with 
reference to the changeability of rituals, 
their adaptation to new contexts, and 
their nature as processes, i.e. their inter-
nal and external dynamics. Taking as a 
starting point V. TurnerÙs thesis that reli-
gion reveals itself above all in what it 
does, rituals will be treated as Ûreligion 
in actionÚ; this will be taken into account 
Special Collaborative Research Programme ÛDynamics of Ritual: Socio-
cultural Processes in a Historical and Cultural Comparative PerspectiveÚ
methodologically by combining the study 
of the normative texts of the high tradi-
tion (script) with field research on the 
actual ritual practices (performance). The 
rites de passage, which are often regarded 
as paradigmatic rituals, have been chosen 
because they are fundamental to the self-
concept of the people and their integra-
tion into social structures (caste system, 
locality). Moreover, they are especially 
well suited to the study of the relation 
between normativity and ritual practice. 
Changes in society often have a direct 
affect on these parts of ritual life. The 
dynamic relationships between lifestage 
rituals and modernity have scarcely been 
researched in the societies of South 
Asia. 
In order to give the most complete pic-
ture of the ritualization of the individualØs 
journey through life and the processes of 
adaptation in life-cycle rites, it is impor-
tant to record the entire range of transi-
tion rituals, including those that are gen-
der-specific. This range embraces rituals 
found a) in both local texts and those 
of the high tradition, b) in Hindu, Bud-
dhist popular religious contexts, c) in 
their locality, i.e. above all in the milieus 
belonging to various castes and ethnic 
groups. This will allow the materiality 
and symbolism of the lifecycle rituals 
of a particular region to be recorded on 
a larger scale and analysed in the light 
of ritual transfer performed in other reli-
gions. A period of ten to twelve years 
has been set in order to cope with the 
breadth of this task, and also to allow 
less common rituals to be observed, such 
as the second and third age group rituals 
among the Newars. 
During the first phase of research 
(2002-2005), three main topics will be 
examined: the rituals of ageing, dying 
and ancestor worship. The second phase 
will look at the period prior to birth 
(including prenatal rituals) up to ado-
lescent initiation. The third phase will 
be devoted to the rituals of puberty and 
matrimony. A fourth phase is aimed at 
rounding off the picture by looking at 
person-related rituals, which do not relate 
strictly to lifecycles (illness, examina-
tions, Tantric initiation [diksha] etc..). 
Given the current state of research, it 
is no exaggeration to say that rituals of 
old age and death have scarcely been 
researched in Nepal.
2. Initiation, Priestly Ordination, 
Temple Festivals  - Ritual Traditions 
in the South Indian Temple City of 
Kancipuram
Department of Classical Indology (Srilata 
Müller, Monika Boehm-Tettelbach and 
Ute Hüsken)
The city of Kancipuram is an ancient 
religious centre in south India that in the 
third century B.C. was already playing 
an important role in the regionÙs polit-
ical and cultural history, and achieved 
immense importance as the capital of the 
Pallava Dynasty. From the 7th century 
onwards, the city developed into a place 
of religious pluralism and drew scholars, 
ritual experts, ascetics, gurus and monks 
of various faiths: Buddhists, Jains, Vaish-
navas and Shaivas, among others, were 
brought together at a single location. 
Today the ritual topography of the city 
is very largely determined by Vishnuism, 
Shivaism and Shaktism (the cult of the 
goddess). 
The project is focussed on rituals (initi-
ations rituals, rituals of ordination, temple 
festivals) in three of the main temples 
founded between the 8th and 10th cen-
turies: the Tantric-Shakti temple of the 
goddess Kamakshi, the Tantric-Shaivite 
Ekambareshvara Temple, and the Varada-
raja-Tempel of the Vaishnavite Pancara-
tra. These internal assignments stand in 
relation to transformations in the Tantric 
temple rituals brought about by the pan-
Indian Smarta ritual tradition developed 
from Vedic ritualism and regional fac-
tors.
The working plan foresees three phases 
in the investigation: 
1. Finding out how the orientation of 
the respective ritual traditions in the pre-
scriptive texts has affected current ritual 
practice. The performative components 
in the temple liturgies are to be analysed 
in the contextual framework of initiation 
rituals (diksha) and rituals of ordination 
(abhisheka), and coupled with the ques-
tion of the authorisation and agency of 
Axel Michaels
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the ritual specialists, 
a question that also 
relates to the acquisi-
tion and exercise of 
ritual competency and 
the incorporation of 
a religiously-deter-
mined temple iden-
tity. 
2.  The comparison 
(also historical) bet-
ween the three ritual 
traditions is to be done 
on the structural, insti-
tutional and cultural 
levels, all the empiri-
cal material thus ga-
thered analysed and 
collated in order to 
recognise the cultural 
and institutional pre-
requisites for transformation in the ritual 
practices of the temples.
3. The interactions between the three 
ritual traditions and their religious spe-
cialists will be studied, along with the 
constitution of the sacral topography of 
the temple city created by the ritual jour-
neys (yatra) of the gods within the civic 
arena, as well as the fashioning of the ter-
ritorial sphere of influence of each of the 
main gods concerned.
On the basis of field research and tex-
tual studies the attempt is being made to 
give a complete picture of the historical, 
institutional and cultural factors in the 
interaction between the ritual traditions 
within the south Indian urban region.
3. Agency and Territorial Rituals in 
India
Department of Anthropology (William 
Sax, Michael Nijhawan and Christiane 
Brosius)
Despite the centrality of agency to current 
social theory, ritual theorists have rarely 
addressed it explicitly.  Moreover, they 
often assume that rituals are invented, 
performed, and altered by particular per-
sons, and that ritual agency is primarily 
individual.  However, numerous ethno-
graphical accounts of rituals make it clear 
that ritual agents are often collective, and 
that ritual agency is usually distributed 
among multiple actors and institutions. 
In this project, we aim to develop ideas 
of ritual agency by exploring notions 
of collective or complex ritual agency, 
along with non-human (i.e. divine) ritual 
agency. 
Territorial rituals like processions, pil-
grimages, temple constructions, and the 
like are ideal for exploring and develop-
ing these ideas, because the links between 
territorially-defined agent (village, tribe, 
kingdom, nation, etc.) and ritual action 
can be clearly specified and analyzed. 
Moreover, territorial rituals are sensitive 
to external social and political forces (i.e. 
changes in political borders), so that their 
dynamics are barometers of socio-politi-
cal change, as well as catalysts of it. 
During the first three years, the project 
will concern itself with the documenta-
tion and analysis of three discrete com-
plexes of territorial ritual.  William Sax 
will study divine and royal processions, 
circumambulations, and ritualized inva-
sions within and among a set of tiny 
divine kingdoms in the Central Himala-
yas, with particular attention to changes 
in their meaning and function as a 
result of modernization and globaliza-
tion, Michael Nijhawan will investigate 
the significance of territorial rituals asso-
ciated with Sufi and Sikh shrines in 
Punjab and Europe, and Christiane Bro-
sius will conduct research on the use of 
ritual processions by Hindu nationalists 
in India.  
4. Court Ritual in the Jaipur State 
(18th Century to 1949)
Department of Modern Indology (Monika 
Boehm-Tettelbach and Jörg Gengnagel)
The project focuses 
on the court ritual of 
the Jaipur state in the 
period between ca. 
1720 and the merger 
of the Jaipur State 
with the Republic of 
India. Its main empha-
sis lies on the function 
of the ritual and the 
factors of its change. 
The point of depar-
ture is the assumption 
that the court ritual 
- understood to com-
prise both court cere-
monies and religious 
ceremonies - provides 
for the central struc-
ture of the system of 
power. It legitimizes 
kingship and elicits the subjectsÙ loyalty. 
It is also assumed that social and histor-
ical change entails enhanced change of 
rituals. This is why the focus will lie on 
the earlier part of the 18th century and 
the latter part of the 19th century as two 
periods of marked change.
In order to achieve the objectives of the 
project we will examine the court pro-
tocol of Jaipur, kept in the Rajasthan 
State Archives. Moreover we will seek 
access to documents of the Archives of 
the erstwhile Maharaja of Jaipur, notably 
paintings visually representing ritual and 
public processions. Also of great impor-
tance is the study of not only ritual texts 
prescribing religious ritual but discus-
sions with ritual specialists that are still 
attached to the royal family and the Jaipur 
court.
For further information please contact 
the homepage of the research programme 
(¨ ), the Executive Manager Dr. Bri-
gitte Merz, Tel: 54 88 47 (¨ )  or 
the Speaker of the project Prof. Axel 
Michaels (¨ ). 
Brigitte Merz
merz@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
 http://www.ritualdynamik.uni-hd.de
 merz@sai.uni-heidelberg.de
 axel.michaels@urz.uni-heidelberg.de
The Divine King Pabasi Mahesa in his palanquin - Photo: William S. Sax
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Having decided to write an M.A. thesis on 
the refugee problem in Delhi after the par-
tition of India 1947, I left for India at the 
beginning of January in order to collect 
relevant material in the Nehru Memorial 
Museum & Library (NMML).
The travel expenses and living costs 
for the 3-monthsÙ research trip were par-
tially borne by the German Academic 
Exchange Council (DAAD). In Delhi, I 
received generous support from Evelin 
Hust, Director of the SAIÙs branch office. 
She helped me in my dealings with the 
local bureaucracy and introduced me to 
Delhi-based academics affiliated to the 
Institute. Due to their help and support, it 
was quite easy to find my way through the 
rather bewildering maze of rules and reg-
ulations for conducting academic research 
in India. Furthermore, pursuing research 
My research seeks to examine archaeo-
logical practice (especially cultural her-
itage-management) in India and its con-
sequences for identity-formation/change 
from colonial times till the decade 
after Independence. As a discipline 
actively engaged in the construction of 
the past and professing a ÛscientificÚ and 
ÛdisinterestedÚ methodology, archaeol-
ogy has come to stand for the hegemony 
of science and reason, secularism and his-
toricism that European modernity since 
the 19th century has aggressively sought 
to universalise. In the area of monument 
preservation in particular, archaeology 
has, from the inception of the discipline in 
the mid-19th century until very recently, 
been imbued with an unquestioning 
authority over the nature of monument 
preservation, overriding the contesting 
claims of the community to exercising 
control over something that was usually 
deeply rooted in its daily life. In India, 
the history of religious monument pres-
ervation is a strong case in point.
In keeping with the principles of public 
space created by European modernity 
which segregated religious practice (pri-
vate sphere) from arts and aesthetics 
(public sphere), religious monument con-
The Archaeology of Sacred Sites and Identity in Colonial and 
Postcolonial India, 1861-1960: The Case of Eastern India
servation in colonial India sought to 
ÛaestheticiseÚ and ÛhistoriciseÚ the struc-
tures it was to protect by clearly declar-
ing that only non-living religious struc-
tures would be taken up for restoration; 
the living structures were to be in the 
charge of groups who used them. Sharp 
binaries were drawn between the reli-
gious, the living, the ugly (traditional 
Indian and the preserve of local com-
munities) and the ancient, the historical, 
the aesthetic and the secular (modern 
European, the sphere of the state and its 
archaeologists). 
My study intends to show that the 
distinction made between ÛsecularÚ and 
ÛsacralÚ space often failed to work: 
Archaeological restoration and preser-
vation in colonial India often came up 
against strong resistance from local com-
munities employing the claims of faith 
and belief. But the inability of colonial 
and later postcolonial, state-sponsored 
archaeology, which continues to share 
many of the assumptions of colonial 
modernity, to fathom the significance of 
traditional perceptions of religious sites 
for the community or communities has 
contributed to some of the fundamental 
problems of Indian culture and identity 
today. My study locates these questions 
in the region of eastern India and tries to 
examine how the ÛdiscoveryÚ and clas-
sification of religious sites found their 
way into the discourse on regional iden-
tity and provided legitimisation for the 
conflicting claims of diverse linguistic 
groups.
I undertook preliminary archival 
research in the state archives of Orissa 
and West Bengal in December 2002, 
followed by research at the National 
Archives of India, New Delhi in Feb-
ruary 2003. I expect to conduct exten-
sive research in the course of 2003 
and 2004 at the British Library (India 
Office Collection), London, Bihar State 
Archives (Khuda Baksh Library), Patna, 
the archives of the Archaeological Survey 
of India at New Delhi and Calcutta, Orissa 
State Archives and National Archives 
of India Records Centre (Eastern Zone), 
Bhubaneswar and the archives of the Asi-
atic Society of India, Calcutta. The study 
is being conducted in the Department of 
History, SAI.
Indra Sengupta
igupta@ix.urz.uni-heidelberg.de
Research on the Delhi Refugees after Partition
in a well-organized and pleasantly situ-
ated library such as the NMML was an 
unforgettable experience. 
Besides having the opportunity of meet-
ing well-known academics like Judith 
Brown, I collected a lot of relevant mate-
rial for my thesis. Apart from consulting 
unpublished government records and pri-
vate papers (such as the files of the Delhi 
Police Branch or the Mountbatten papers) 
in the NMMLÙs manuscript section, I 
searched for information on the refugee 
problem in Delhi daily newspapers dating 
from August 1947 to the end of 1948, 
available on microfilm. Thanks to the 
helpful staff of this section of the library 
who asked all users to take a Ûrest 
timeÚ of 15 minutes after having con-
sulted the newspapers for 45 minutes, my 
research was both effective and stressless. 
Using my spare time to experience as 
much of DelhiÙs culture and everyday 
life as possible, I attended various cul-
tural events organised by the Max Müller 
Bhavan, took part in religious festivals 
such as Lohri and Holi and, of course, did 
not miss out on one single episode of the 
Hindi soap opera Ûsas bhi kabhi bhi bahu 
thiÚ.
Finally, I would like to express my grat-
itude to the DAAD (without whose finan-
cial help my trip would not have been 
possible) as well as to the History Depart-
ment of Delhi University for their aca-
demic support. Furthermore I would like 
to encourage my fellow students to utilize 
the opportunity to do research abroad. 
Navina Gupta
ngupta@ix.urz.uni-heidelberg.de
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Selected Research Projects
Department of Anthropology
Christiane Brosius
- Political rituals and spatial concepts in 
Hindutva practice. Agency and territo-
rial rituals in India
Christiane Brosius, Michael Nijhawan
- Ritual dynamics, identity formation and 
the politics of violence: linking South 
Asian and Middle Eastern studies 
Michael Nijhawan
- Territorial rituals and agency at Sufi 
shrines in Punjab
- Sites of German ethnicity (with Mita 
Banerjee, Mainz University)
William S. Sax
- The healing cult of Bhairava in Central 
Himalaya. 
Department of Classical Indology
Parameshvara Aithal
- Vedic auxiliary sciences and Sanskrit 
manuscripts in European libraries
Johannes Beltz, Axel Michaels
- Text and context of the Mahima-
Dharma movement in Orissa
Johanna Buß
- Hindu conceptions of unpacified spirits
Christoph Emmrich
- Conceptions and language of time in 
canonical Buddhist literature
Jörg Gengnagel, Axel Michaels
- Visualized space - construction of local-
ity and cartographical representation in 
Benares
Ute Hüsken
- Ritual traditions in the South Indian 
temple town of Kancipuram
- Samskaras of the South Indian Vaikha-
nasa temple priests
Axel Michaels (with Niels Gutschow, 
Alexander von Rospatt and Nuthan 
Sharma)
- Life cycle rituals in Nepal
- The price of impurity: The Dharmadhi-
karin in the legal tradition of Nepal
Srilata Müller
- Ritual traditions in the South Indian 
temple town of Kancipuram
- The life and works of Ramalinga 
Swamigal
Department of Development
Economics
Clive Bell
- Child labour, education and economic 
growth
- Rural credit markets and interlinking
Stefan Klonner
- Rotating savings and credit associations 
(Roscas)
Ramona Schrepler
- Child labor and fertility
Annegret Steinmetz
- Informal water markets: the role of 
share contracts
Department of Geography
Hans-Georg Bohle
- Food security and conflict management 
in the Eastern Province of Sri Lanka
Hans-Georg Bohle, Michael Brklacich
- Global environmental health and human 
security (research group) 
Hans-Georg Bohle, Rainer Sauerborn
- Global environmental change and health 
(research group) 
Jürgen Clemens
- Review of German news maps on the 
Ûwar against terrorÚ in Afghanistan
- Urbanization trends in Sri Lanka: poten-
tials of small and medium towns (under 
preparation) 
Hartmut Fünfgeld
- Natural resource management and con-
flict transformation in Sri Lanka. 
Elvira Graner, Ganesh Gurung (Nepal 
Institute of Development Studies Kath-
mandu)
- International labour migration from 
Nepal
Una Hombrecher
- Social capital: options and obstacles in 
search of security. Sri Lankan women in 
conflict zones
Stephen Lemcke
- Banaras as Waterscapes. On the con-
struction of everyday Ûspaces of water 
useÚ
Christiane Noe
- Health and illness in the ÛwelfareÚ state 
of Sri Lanka. Livelihoods and vulnerabil-
ity of marginal groups in Colombo, Sri 
Lanka
Stefan Schütte
- Socio-spatial constructions of locality 
and social networking - the washermen 
(Dhobi) in Banaras
Susanne van Dillen
- Critical Regions, Vulnerable People: A 
Geographical Investigation into the Cause 
and the Effects of ÛNatural DisastersÚ in 
Western Orissa, India 
Department of History
Gita Dharampal-Frick, Ravi Ahuja
- Indian Ocean (1400-2000)
- South Asian Modernity (SAM). A net-
work of historical and contemporary stud-
ies
Indra Sengupta-Frey
- The archaeology of sacred sites and 
identity in colonial and postcolonial India, 
1861-1960. The case of Eastern India
Department of International
Economics 
Frithjof Kilp
- Environmental policies and their trans-
mission by international trade (with a 
case study of India)
Markus Loewe
- Informally working people: how to 
reform their social security and to improve 
their impact
Pilanya Niyomthai
- Tax reform in semi-industrialized coun-
tries (Thailand)
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Hinduism is currently followed by one 
fifth of humankind, not only in South 
Asia. Far from being a monolithic the-
istic tradition, the religion comprises 
thousands of gods, a complex caste 
system, and hundreds of languages and 
dialects. Such internal plurality inspires 
vastly ranging rites and practices amongst 
HinduismÙs 700 million adherents. It is 
therefore not surprising that scholars have 
been hesitant to define universal Hindu 
beliefs and practices.
In the forthcoming English translation 
of his book ÛDer HinduismusÚ (1998), 
Axel Michaels, professor at the Depart-
ment for Classical Indology at the South 
Asia Institute, Heidelberg, breaks this 
trend. Michaels examines the traditions, 
beliefs, and rituals Hindus hold in 
common through the lens of what he 
deems HinduismÙs Ûidentificatory 
habitusÚ, the constitution of identity by 
the identification with something differ-
ent, a cohesive force that binds Hindu reli-
gions together and fortifies them against 
foreign influences. Thus, in his analysis, 
Michaels not only locates HinduismØs 
profoundly differentiating qualities, but 
also provides the framework for an ana-
lysis of its social and religious coherence 
and the understanding of it in its totality.
Michaels blends his insightful argu-
ments and probing questions with intro-
ÛHinduism. Past and PresentÚ by Axel Michaels
ductions to major historical epochs, ample 
textual sources as well as detailed analy-
ses of major life-cycle rituals, the caste 
system, forms of spiritualism, astrology, 
devotionalism, ritualism, and heroism. 
Along the way he points out that Hindu-
ism has endured and repeatedly resisted 
the missionary zeal and universalist 
claims of Christians and Muslims, Bud-
dhists and Jains alike. He also contrasts 
traditional Hinduism with the religions 
of the West, Ûwhere the self is preferred 
to the non-self, and where freedom in the 
world is more important than liberation 
from the world.Ú
Engaging and accessible, this book 
will appeal to laypersons, students, and 
scholars alike as the most comprehen-
sive introduction to Hinduism yet pub-
lished. Not only is ÛHinduism. Past and 
PresentÚ refreshingly new in its methodo-
logical approach, it also presents a broad 
range of meticulous scholarship in a clear, 
readable style, integrating Indology, reli-
gious studies, philosophy, anthropologi-
cal theory and fieldwork, and sweeping 
analyses of Hindu texts. 
By bringing together text and context, 
the canonical and the marginal, the fixed 
word and the ever-changing action, past 
and present, and by treating them as a 
whole, Michaels bridges the gap between 
Indology and the Anthropology of South 
Asia. The book makes you wonder how 
else a comprehensive interpretation of 
Hindu culture should look like, and 
focuses a spotlight on the South Asia 
Institute as a place of innovative writing 
and thinking on Indian society and reli-
gion.
Dong Phuong Pham 
- Competitiveness of cooperative finan-
cial systems: the case of Vietnam
Sabine Streb
- Regulating natural monopolies in the 
water industry of developing countries: 
institutional alternatives
Marco Veselka
- Economic structures, financial systems, 
and growth (Germany, USA, Taiwan)
Isabel Werle
- An international comparison of fiscal 
federalism (Germany, Malaysia)
Axel Wolz
- The transformation of agricultural 
cooperatives, self-help-organizations, and 
rural finance systems in Vietnam
Wolfgang-Peter Zingel
- Local bodies finance: India, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh
Department of Modern Indology
Monika Boehm-Tettelbach, Jörg Geng-
nagel
- Court ritual in the Jaipur State (18th 
century to 1949)
Jörg Gengnagel 
- Visualized texts - religious maps and 
the sacred topography of Banaras
Sonja Gippert-Fritz
- Studies on Maldivian poetry - Raivaru 
Mathias Metzger
- Romani as an Indic language: typologi-
cal and etymological studies into a new 
Indo-Aryan language of Europe.
Department of Political Science
Karsten Frey, Pervaiz I. Cheema (Isla-
mabad Policy Research Institute)
- Nuclearisation in South Asia
Peter Lehr, Hendrick Lehmann, Alexan-
der Fischer, Malte Pehl
- Police and the rule of law in India
Kenneth McPherson, Peter Lehr, Sub-
rata Mitra
- Governing the Indian Ocean
Subrata Mitra, Clemens Spieß
- Political parties and governance: A 
study of India and South Africa
Michaels, Axel. Hinduism. Past and 
Present. New Jersey: Princeton Uni-
versity Press (December 2003).
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Recent Publications of Members of the SAI
Anthropology
Christiane Brosius
- ÛHindutva Intervisuality - Videos and 
the Politics of Representation.Ú In Ramas-
wamy, Sumathi (ed.) Beyond Appear-
ances? Visual Practices and Ideologies 
in Modern India, Contributions to Indian 
Sociology, Occasional Studies. New 
Delhi, Thousand Oaks, London: Sage 
Publications (2003): 265-296.
- ÛMapping the NationÙs Body - Territo-
rial Processions in Propaganda Videos of 
the Hindu Right.Ú In Gilles Tarabout and 
Daniela Berti (eds.) Etnosistemi. Pro-
cessi e dinamiche culturali (Ethnosys-
tems. Cultural Processes and Dynamics). 
Special Issue on ÙTerritory, Soil, and 
Society in IndiaØ. Rome, 2003. 
- ÛThe dislocation of the ÙcentreØ - Bol-
lywood across the borders.Ú In Kaur, 
Raminder and Ajay Sinha (eds.) Bolly-
world: Indian Popular Cinema through 
a Transnational Lens. New Delhi, Thou-
sand Oaks, London: Sage Publications 
(2003).
Stefan Ecks
- Digesting modernity: Body, illness and 
medicine in Kolkata. Ph.D. Thesis, Dept. 
of Anthropology, London School of Eco-
nomics, University of London, 2003.
Martin Gaenszle
- (with Nutan Dhar Sharma) ÛNepali 
Kings and Kasi: On the Changing Sig-
nificance of a Sacred Center.Ú Studies in 
Nepali History and Society 7/2 (2003). 
- ÛDie urproduktive Gesellschaft: ein 
Mythos?Ú Erwägen Wissen Ethik [Delib-
eration Knowledge Ethics] 14/1 (2003).
Michael Nijhawan 
- ÛFrom Divine Bliss to Ardent Passion: 
Exploring Sikh Religious Aesthetics 
Through the Dhadi Genre.Ú History of 
Religions 42/3 (2003) : 359-385.
- ÛDhadi Darbar: Religion, Violence, 
Agency, and their Historicity in a Panjabi 
Performative Genre.Ú Heidelberg, Diss. 
[microfiche], 2002.
- ÛRhetorik, Musik, und Repräsentations-
praxis in Panjabs Dhadi-Genre.Ú In Ingo 
W. Schröder and Stéphane Voell (eds.) 
Moderne Oralität. Marburg: Förderverein 
Völkerkunde Marburg, Curupira, 2002.
- ÛWitnessing Violence: Perspectives 
on SaÙadat Hasan MantoÙs ÙKhol doÙ 
and Rajinder Singh BediÙs ÙLajvantiØ.Ú 
Annual of Urdu Studies 13 : 189-202.
William S. Sax
- ÛPandav LilaÚ. In Peter J. Claus and 
Margaret A. Mills (eds.) South Asian 
Folklore: An Encyclopedia.  New York: 
Routledge, 2002.
- ÛRam LilaÚ. In Peter J. Claus and Mar-
garet A. Mills (eds.) South Asian Folk-
lore: An Encyclopedia.  New York: Rout-
ledge, 2002.
- ÛHealing Rituals: a Critical Perfor-
mative Approach.Ú Paragrana 12/1-2 
(2002) : 385-404.
Classical Indology
Christoph Emmrich
- (with Adele Fiske) ÛThe Use of Bud-
dhist Scriptures in Dr. B.R. AmbedkarÙs 
ÙThe Buddha and his DhammaØ Ú. In 
Surendra Jondhale and Johannes Beltz 
(eds.) Reconstructing the World: Dr. 
Ambedkar and Buddhism in India.  Delhi: 
Oxford University Press (2003): 
222-241. 
Ute Hüsken
- ÛZu einer vergleichenden Studie der 
Texte Therigatha und Theragatha.Ú 
Review on Kathryn R. Blackstone, 
Women in the Footsteps of the Buddha. 
Struggle for Liberation in the Ther-
igatha. Richmond: Curzon, 1998. xiii + 
185p. Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde 
Südasiens XLVI (2002) : 43-50.
Marianna Kropf
- ÛKatto khuvaune: Two Brahmins for 
NepalÙs Departed Kings.Ú EBHR 23 
(2002) : 56-84. 
Axel Michaels
- Hinduism. Past and Present. New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
2003.
- ÛInflation der Rituale? Grenzen eines 
vieldeutigen Begriffs.Ú Humanismus 
aktuell 13 (2003) : 25-36.
- ÛThe Sacredness of (Himalayan) 
landscapes.Ú In: N. Gutschow, Ch. 
Ramble, A. Michaels and E. Steinkellner 
(eds.) Sacred Landscapes of the Hima-
laya. Vienna 2003: 13-18.
Development Economics
Clive Bell
- Development Policy as Public Finance. 
Oxfor: Oxford University Press, 2003.
Stefan Klonner
- ÛBuying Fields and Marrying Daugh-
ters: An Empirical Study of Rosca Auc-
tions in a South Indian Village.Ú Eco-
nomic Growth Center Discussion Paper 
854, Yale University (2003).
- ÛRotating Savings and Credit Associa-
tions when Participants are Risk Averse.Ú 
International Economic Review 44/3 
(2003) : 979- 1005. 
Geography
Hans-Georg Bohle
- ÛLand Degradation and Human 
Security.Ú In Plate, E. et al. (eds.) Envi-
ronment and Human Security. Work-
shop Report, United Nations University 
Research and Training Centre. Bonn 
(2003) : 3/1-3/6.
- ÛZeitbombe Bevölkerungswachstum. 
Wie viele Menschen verträgt die Erde? Ú 
In Ehlers, E. and H. Leser (eds.) Geog-
raphie heute - für die Welt von morgen. 
Gotha (2002) : 19-26.
Jürgen Clemens
- ÛÙPipelineistanØ: Großes Spiel um Öl 
und Gas. Pipelinepläne durch Afghani-
stan und Pakistan reaktiviert.Ú Südasien 
3/2002 : 4-7.
- ÛSüdasiatischer Wassergipfel in Islam-
abad. Tagungsbericht.Ú Südasien 1/2003: 
48-51.
- (with Andreas Dittmann) ÛKriege und 
Ùweiße FleckenØ auf Karten von Entwick-
lungsländern - eine kritische Durchsicht 
von Medienkarten zum Afghanistan-
konflikt.Ú Petermanns Geographische 
Mitteilungen 1/2003 : 58-65.
Hartmut Fünfgeld
(with B. Lohnert, A. Haas) ÛDezen-
tralisierung als Schlüssel zur Lösung 
struktureller Entwicklungsprobleme? Das 
Beispiel Sambia.Ú Geographische Rund-
schau 55/7-8 (2003) : 30-34.
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Elvira Graner
- ÛLabour Migrants in the Kathmandu 
Valley. A Demographic Analysis of 
Carpet Workers.Ú Population and Devel-
opment in Nepal 10 (2002) : 97-108.
- ÛMigration and Sustainable Develop-
ment in Nepal. Carpet workers in the 
Kathmandu Valley.Ú In Domroes, M. 
(ed.) Translating Development. The Case 
of Nepal. New Delhi (2003) : 247-267. 
- ÛMigration und Arbeitsmärkte in Nepal. 
Beschäftigte in Teppich-Manufakturen 
des Kathmandu-Tales.Ú In Gammerith, 
W. and K. Sachs (eds.) Projekt-Dokumen-
tation zum Jahr der Geowissenschaften 
(CD, printed version by autumn 2003).
Stefan Schütte
- ÛSoziale Räume der Sicherheit - Die 
Wäscher von Banaras und ihr ÙT†tØ.Ú  In 
Gammerith, W. and K. Sachs (eds.) Pro-
jekt-Dokumentation zum Jahr der Geo-
wissenschaften  (CD, printed version by 
autumn 2003).
History
Ravi Ahuja
- ÛSubaltern Networks under British 
Imperialism. Exploring the Case of South 
Asian Maritime Labour (c. 1890-1947).Ú 
In Jan-Georg Deutsch and Brigitte Rein-
wald (eds.) Space on the Move. Transfor-
mations of an Indian Ocean Seascape in 
the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Cen-
turies. Berlin: Klaus Schwarze Verlag, 
2002 : 39-60.
- ÛLabour Relations in an Early Colonial 
Context: Madras, 1750-1800.Ú Modern 
Asian Studies 36/4 (2002) : 793-826.
- ÛState Formation and ÙFamine PolicyØ 
in Early  Colonial  South  India. Ú  Indian 
Economic and Social History Review 
39/4 (2002) : 351-380.
- ÛArbeit und Kolonialherrschaft im 
neuzeitlichen Südasien: Eine 
Einführung.Ú In Karin Preisendanz and 
Dietmar Rothermund (eds.) Südasien in 
der ÙNeuzeitØ. Geschichte und Gesell-
schaft 1500 - 2000. Wien: Promedia, 
2003 : 194-211.
Georg Berkemer
- ÛZeitenwenden: Einige Gedanken zum 
Thema.Ú In S. Sellmer and H. Brinkhaus 
(eds.) Zeitenwenden: Historische Brüche 
in asiatischen und afrikanischen Gesell-
schaften. Hamburg: EB-Verlag, 2002.
Gita Dharampal-Frick
- ÛSwadhyaya: Charisma, Canon and the 
ÙStreamØ of Religious Revitalization.Ú In 
Vasudha Dalmia et al. (eds.) Charisma 
and Canon. Essays on the Religious His-
tory of the Indian Subcontinent. New 
Delhi: OUP, 2001 : 274-292.
- Û ÙAudiatur et altera parsØ - Aspekte der 
indischen Frauengeschichte.Ú In: Karin 
Preisendanz/Dietmar Rothermund (eds.) 
Südasien in der ÛNeuzeitÚ. Geschichte 
und Gesellschft, 1500-2000. Wien (2003): 
129-152. 
International Economics
Wolfgang-Peter Zingel
- ÛBangladesh [Bangladesch].Ú In 
Wirtschaftshandbuch Asien-Pazifik 
2002/2003. Hamburg: Ostasiatischer 
Verein, 2002 : 61-83.
- ÛBhutan.Ú In Wirtschaftshandbuch 
Asien-Pazifik 2002/2003. Hamburg: Osta-
siatischer Verein, 2002 : 85-101.
- ÛStabilitätsanalyse Pakistan [Stability 
analysis of Pakistan].Ú In Sigrid Faath 
(ed.) Stabilitätsprobleme zentraler Sta-
aten: Ägypten, Algerien, Saudi-Arabien, 
Iran, Pakistan und die regionalen 
Auswirkungen. Mitteilungen 67. Ham-
burg: Deutsches Orient-Institut, 2003 : 
281-320.
Modern Indology
Sonja Gippert-Fritz (Sonja Fritz)
- The Dhivehi Language. A Descriptive 
and Historical Grammar of Maldivian 
and Its Dialects I, II.  Würzburg: Ergon 
Verlag, 2002. 
Christina Oesterheld
- ÛNazir Ahmad and the Early Urdu 
Novel: Some Observations.Ú Annual of 
Urdu Studies 16 (2001) : 27-42 .
- ÛReflections on Teaching Urdu in 
Germany.Ú EPW XXXVII 2 (2002) : 
112-115.
- (co-author) Hindi-German Dictionary. 
Hamburg: Helmut Buske Verlag, 2002.
Ulrike Stark
- ÛIn search of the missing self: the hero 
as failure and the writerÙs self-reflexive 
quest in Manzur AhteshamÙs Dàstàn-e 
làpatà (1995)Ú. In Dirk W. Lönne (ed.), 
Toþfa-e-Dil. Festschrift Helmut Nespital, 
Reinbek, 2001 : 471-486.
- ÛPolitics, Public Issues and the Promo-
tion of Urdu Literature: Avadh Akhbar, 
the First Urdu Daily in Northern India.Ú 
The Annual of Urdu Studies, Vol. 18/1 
(2003) : 66-94.
Political Science
Heidelberg Papers in South Asian and 
Comparative Politics (HPSACP) is an 
online paper series (¨ ) published by 
the Department of Political Science.
 http://www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/abt/
SAPOL/HPSACP.htm
Karsten Frey
- ÛState Interests and Symbolism in 
IndiaÙs Nuclear Build-up.Ú Heidelberg 
Papers in South Asian and Comparative 
Politics.
Peter Lehr 
- ÛThe Challenge of Security in the 
Indian Ocean in the 21st Century: Plus ça 
Change...?Ú Heidelberg Papers in South 
Asian and Comparative Politics.
Subrata K. Mitra
- ÛThe nation, state and the federal 
process in India.Ú In U. Wachendor-
fer-Schmidt (ed.) Federalism and Polit-
ical Performance. London/New York: 
Routledge/ECPR, 2003
- ÛEmerging major power and the interna-
tional system: significance of the Indian 
view.Ú Heidelberg Papers in South Asian 
and Comparative Politics.
- ÛIndien als regionale Macht: Perzep-
tion, Doktrin und Paradigmenwechsel.Ú 
Jahrbuch für internationale Sicherheits-
politik 2/2002.
Branch Office New Delhi
Evelin Hust
- ÛPolitische Präsenz und Empowerment 
von Frauen in der ländlichen Selbstver-
waltung: Entwicklungen im indischen 
Bundesstaat OrissaÚ. In Draguhn, Werner 
(ed.) Indien 2002 - Politik, Wirtschaft, 
Gesellschaft. Hamburg: IFA, Institut für 
Asienkunde (2002) : 123-42.
- ÛPolitical Representation and Empower-
ment: Women in the Institutions of Local 
Government in Orissa after the 73rd 
Amendment to the Indian Constitution.Ú 
Heidelberg Papers in South Asian and 
Comparative Politics.
- ÛA Million Indiras Now? Political Pres-
ence and WomenÙs Empowerment in Local 
Politics.Ú WomenÙs Link 8/2 (2002): 2-6.
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22.10.2002  Recent Hindi Narrative 
(Prof. Vishnu Khare)
31.10.2002  Resourceful Widows 
(Prof. Fabrizia Baldissera)
14.11.2002  Wandlung und Konstanz: 
Grundlagen des Samkhya- und Yoga-
Systems (Philipp Maas, M.A.)
19.11.2002  No to Political Ghettos: 
Mainstreaming WomenÙs Issues 
Feminising Men: WomenÙs Role and 
Contribution in the Evolution of GandhiÙs 
Satyagraha 
(Madhu Kishwar)
20.11.2002  Allies or Adversaries? 
Female Moral Exemplars in the Hindu 
Tradition (Madhu Kishwar)
26.11.2002  Low and Licentious Europe-
ans - The History of the White Subalterns 
in British-India (1784-1914) 
(Dr. Harald Fischer-Tiné)
04.12.2002  Representing the Colonizers: 
Depictions of the British in Bengali Art 
(18th-20th Century) (Arup Sengupta)
11.12.2002  Südasiatische Diaspora in 
Recent Guest Lectures
Europa: Staatsbürgerschaft und Zivilge-
sellschaft im Vergleich 
(Dr. Urmila Goel)
12.12.2002  Against Caste and Hierar-
chy: The Emergence of Dalit Bahujan 
Consciousness in South India, 1842-1947 
(Adapa Satyanarayana)
17.12.2002  Rites of the Vaisnavas (Vai-
khanasa): Methodological Issues 
(Prof. Gerard Colas)
17.12.2002  Demography, Democracy 
and Muslim Aspirations under Colonial 
Rule (Dr. Gopal Krishna)
18.12.2002  The Rationality of Partition 
(Dr. Gopal Krishna)
13.01.2003  Einführung in den Film: 
Miss Frontier Mail (Indien, 1936) 
(Dorothee Wenner)
14.01.2003  Indien im Zweiten Weltkrieg 
(Prof. Johannes Voigt)
23.01.2003  Geopolitik, atomare Kriegs-
gefahr und indische Sicherheitsinteres-
sen (Dr. Klaus Voll)
Branch Office Colombo
Christine Bigdon
- ÛDecentralisation, Federalism and 
Ethnic Conflict in Sri Lanka.Ú Heidel-
berg Papers in South Asian and Compar-
ative Politics. 
Dagmar Hellmann-Rajanayagam
- (ed.) Peace Initiatives towards Rec-
onciliation and Nation Building in Sri 
05.02.2003  Gujarat-Laboratory of Hindu 
Rashtra (Suma Josson)
06.02.2003  Mongolian Pastoralism in the 
Transition to a Market Economy (Prof. 
Batbuyan Batjav)
02.05.2003  Governance and the Poor in 
Bihar (Kumar Pushpendra)
06.05.2003  Health, Culture and Epide-
miology: Experience in India 
(Prof. Mitchell Weiss)
26.05.2003   Muslim WomenÙs Access 
to Divorce in India. What goes on in the 
QuaziÙs Office? (Prof. Silvia Vatuk)
27.05.2003 From Ritual Fast to the Fast 
unto Death: Dynamics of Self-Control 
and Power 
(Prof. Fabrizia Baldissera)
17.06.2003 Die 600 Nagas von Kas-
chmir. Ursprünge ihrer rituellen Vereh-
rung in Südasien 
(Prof. Dr. Michael Witzel)
17.06.2003 Time and Devotion in a 
Banarsi Temple 
(Dr. Mathieu Claveyrolas)
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